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ABSTRACT

This study investigates the fair ptay attitudes of a

sampre of 138 students from Grant park and st. Johns high
schoors in l¡iinnipeg. The research instrument was a forty-two
item questionnaíre which consisted of both open-ended and

closed-ended questions about attitudes toward sport and

physicar participation. The study defines a fair pray

attitude and attempts to estabrish participant fair play
attitude scores using a variation of the triebb

Professionalization scare. The research examines the impact

of the Fair Play resource manua| s rectures and activities
upon respondent fair pray attitudes; the impact which

significant others have on an individua| s fair pray attitude;
and if an individua| s sporting experiences have an impact

upon their fair pray attitude. The resurts indicate that the

curricurum seems to have very little effect on influencing the
fair pray attitudes of respondents. Respondent's significant
others do have a significant infruence upon the attitudes of
both male and femare respondents with the primary infruences
being from parents and peers. The participation patterns of
respondents had very littre effect on their attitudes, onry

female respondents were slightry influenced by their lever of
competition. The meaning of the resurts are discussed and

concrusions are presented in right of this discussion. The

implications of the research are given and reconunendations are

made to advance the promotion of fair play.
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INTRODUCTION

How many times have athretes of ar-r- agies and
nationalities heard the phrase "Not that you r^ron or lost, but
how you played the game. "? How many times have those same

athretes heard vince Lombardi's famous (infamous?) words

"Ialinning isn ' t everything, its the only thing. ,,? Two

diametrically opposed ideas. However, both irrustrate the
broad spectrum of attitudes which must be exprored when

discussing sport and fair ptay. These two phrases are
representative of the many differing attitudes present within
sport. This thesis wirr address those ideas and attitudes
prevalent in the worrd of sport and athletics. rt wirl
examine how such ideas are incurcated, the role of educationar
institutions, as werl as the rore of significant others in the
perpetuation of those ideas.

The central issue is whether or not fair pray, as a

viabre concept, Rêy stirl have a place within the worl_d of
sport and athretics. rn view of this, it shourd be asked,
have we, as a society, rost track of what athletic competition
is arl about? rs there too much emphasis by the public and by
the media on winning in competition as the onry achievement
worthy of recognition? rn other words, does this emphasis
affect the attitudes of athletes toward praying fairly in
today's competitive sporting milieu?



For some the idea of fair play is a very real concept

dominated by the ideas developed from self respect. The

International Council for Sport and Physical Education has a

declaration of fair play which entails several rules.

Briefly, these rules suggest athletes maintain a firm and

dignified attitude towards those who do not play fairly along

with respect for teammates, opponents and the games officials.
Their charter views fair play in both a descriptive and

evaluative way. It describes what fair play should be while

putting forth the principles of behavior it should follow. In

this r/üay fair play is a way of behaving which develops from

respect for oneself and one's opponent (Mcintosh, L97921"27).

The antíthesis of fair play is the "winning is the only

thing" viewpoint. Mcintosh (1,979:126) states when this
principle "is adopted when any action or behavior which

players, spectators, officials, and society at large can be

persuaded or forced to accept without disqualifying the victor

becomes fair or legitimate". It is in this context that
winning has become the ultimate and dominant va1ue. Inlhat has

been considered unfair, now becomes fair. The behavior is

allowed or sanctioned in that it does not negate success or

disqualify the victory (Mclntosh,L979:127). However, because

the behavior is not evaluated on the basis of right or wrongi,

only on whether victory is achieved, fairness becomes

secondary to the goal of winning.



This is a confusing issue for sport. The problems facing

athletes in terms of fair play ultimately come down to

decisions of principle. The semantics of fair play can gíve

many different viewpoints on what it's definition should be,

or what principles should be contained in it's definition.

Even the adoption of one motto over anotherr cên be viewed as

a decision of principle, based in part on semantics. Hence,

the definition of fair play may not be driven by rules put in
place by sport at aII, but may be a personal decision made by

the athlete.

Recently, the Commission for Fair PIay was formed to

promote fair play in sport. The move was the result of a

growing concern in Canada that the rules of games such as

hockey, baseball, and track and field were flagrantly being

disobeyed and the moral conduct of players was deteriorating.

Established in l-986, the Commission consists of former

professional and Olympic athletes, coaches and referees, alongt

with representatíves from the sports media, education,

business, and sports medicine fields. All the members of the

Commission feel there is a need to return to principles of

fair play.

The Commission promotes fair play in four specific ways:

1. Through national advertising and promotional
campaigns, within both the sport community and the
public;



2. Through informational and educational support
materials and joint initiatives with provincial
bodies;

3. By encouraging and recognizing outstanding citizens
who demonstrate fair play in action;

4. By proposing fair play initiatives to the Minister
of Fitness and Amateur Sport.

It is the purpose of this thesis to examine the

Commission's second proposal which deals with informational

and educational support materials. More specifically, the

thesis proposes to examine whether or not the curriculum-based

approach of using informatíonal and educational support

materials has succeeded in changing children's attitudes about

playing fairly. It wiIl al-so explore whether a child's
significant others have an impact upon the child's attitudes
toward playing fairly. As well, the thesis will examine the

impact of a child's sports participation upon their attitudes

toward fair play.

The Commission for Fair PIay distributes copies of an

educational resource manual, aimed at grades four to six, to

every elementary school in Canada. It claims to be based on

the processes for developing moral reasoning and covers a

variety of curriculum areas, with the emphasis on physical

education. The underlying theme of the resource manual is

that fair play can be taught. It is based upon the

theoretical framework of Norma Hann (1985). Hann outlines the

stages of development of moral judgement as part of the



maturation process. Hann emphasizes that these stages are

developed as young people interact with others and with

situations (Fair Play for Kids resource manual l-990:78).

The manual, "Fair Play for Kids", is divided into a

variety of sections, each consisting of a number of exercises

and projects which deal with the topic. There are also a

number of propositions advanced for the teaching of fair play

itself. The first is the statement that "Active social

interaction is a basic element of moral growth" (Fair PIay for

Kids Resource Manual p.1) " From this statement the manual

argues that moral decisions are achieved through díalogue

where individuals work together to achieve consensus about

respective rights and responsibilities. The manual also

emphasizes that moral reasoning can be taught by first helping

children to recoglli-ze moral conflicts and dilemmas as well as

the solutions to them. Secondly, ít suggests that these

dilemmas may be solved by encouraging children to move beyond

an egocentric level of moral reasoning by taking the role of

others.

Hence, the processes used for teaching moral reasoning

are recognizing and resolving moral conflicts along with

helping chíIdren to learn to change roles and perspectives.

The fair play values and attitudes which are stressed are

teamwork and cooperation, playing by the ru1es, and self

5



esteem. Along with these values and attitudes the ideals of

fair play which are also taught are;

L. Respect the rules.

2. Respect the officials and their decisions.

3. Respect your opponent.

4. Give everybody an equal chance to participate.

5. Maintain your self control at all times.

To provide further background for this topic a literature
review will follow. It wilI examine three essential issues of

sport whích pertain to this thesis; sport as a socializing
mechanism, fair pIay, and the professionalization of

chíldren's sports. It will try to highlight those issues

which are pertinent to the teaching and coaching of a fair
play philosophy. The literature review will also explore the

moral dilemmas involved with the fair play philosophy and

discuss how these dilemmas impact upon the fair play program.



CTtrAPTER 1: SPORTS ANd SOCIALTZATTON

Education is designed for enculturation; that is,

students/children must learn and internalize the prevailing

cultural values, along with the proper behavioral aspects of

adulthood. Fair play is an important one amongi these values.

These cultural values are instilled not only in education but

through the socialization process which occurs in aII aspects

of society. Consequently, this thesis will examine whether or

not the curricul-um-based approach of using informational and

educational support materials, as designed by the Commission

for Fair PIay, has had any impact in the socialization of an

individual's attitudes about playing fairly. It will also

explore whether an individual-'s significant others have an

impact upon the socialization of attitudes toward playing

fairly. The impact of an individual's sporting experiences

and participation upon their fair play attitude will also be

examined.

L"L Socialization

The definitions of socialization are many and diverse.

Staniford (1981-) calls socialization

an interactional process whereby a person acquires a
social identity, learns appropriate role behavior and in
general conforms to expectations held by members of the social
systems to which he belongs or inspires to belong.

This definition is somewhat similar to Barry McPherson's



(1983) in which socialization is viewed as a

complex social process
product an individual who is
participation in society in
of a variety of social roles
society.

designed to produce as an end
prepared for the requirements of
general, and for the performance
in specific subgroups within that

Both definitions imply that an individual is induced in
some measure to conform willingly to the ways of the society

or giroup to which they belong. Social roles must be taken in
order for the individual to fulfil certaín requirements of
society.

Staniford (198L) argues that role play aLlows the child
to identify his/her status within the family and also status

within the society as well as the accompanying expectations

which coincide with his status. McPherson (1-983) further
argues that children learn various elements of their social
world from the common symbols or established patterns of

behavior in certain social positions. Through modelling,

imitation, and vicarious learning this social learning theory

argues that most social learning, specifically the learning of

social roles, ís acquired by observing the behavior of

significant others or role models. Behaviors are observed,

assimilated, and then subsequently used in the proper

situation.

These views coincide with the social psychological view

presented by George Mead (Calhoun,-1,987). Role-playing by

B



young children begins when they take the role of specific

others (eg. Mommy, Daddy, nurse, fireman, etc) in certain

instances. In doing this, children internalize each character

they play, this internalization being carried to the point

where the child can further internalize a group, not just an

individual. This group then becomes known as the generalized

other in which the child can not only see their role but all

others as well-.

Loy and Ingham (1981) concur with this view that

socialization can be seen from either the perspective of the

individual or from that of a group. They suggest that

individual development may be viewed generically from society

to society in terms of certain processes such as role playing.

It may also be seen in terms of the experiences and influences

that produce notable differences amongi persons such as the

specific roles people learn to play.

This view centers attention on the adaptation of an

individual to their social situation as well as their ability

to perform appropriately in the social setting. The

performance is dependent on the social identities an

individual develops as a result of previous participation in

certain other social situations (Loy and Inghamrl-981-). Hence,

the socialization process is generic, ho\arever, due to a

persons experiences and influences the socialization process



is also a very individual one. In short, socialization is a

process, not just of learning but also of interaction.

Loy and Ingham (1-981) identify three mechanisms within
the socialization process. They suggest that socialization is
attained through compliance, identification, and

internalization. Compliance occurs when an individual accepts

influences from another person or group in order to get a

favorable reaction. This individual responds to the

influences from significant others and thus }earns that the

group has the ability to reward or punish. Hence, compliance

is equal to reward/reinforcement and noncompliance to

punishment.

Identification is almost like imitation. Identification

is an adopted behavior from another group or person because

the behavior is associated with satisfying a "seIf-defining
relationship with that person or group"(Loy and Inghamrl-981-).

The final mechanism is internalization. "The person

orients himself to groups/individuals and uses them as

significant frames of reference for his own behavior,

attitudes or f eelings" ( Loy and Ingham, 1-981- ) . It is Iike

Mead's psychoanalytic approach where the individual uses

social norms and values which enable them to confront and

appraise their own actions (Calhoun, L987).
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Socialization then is the process which through these

processes the child learns the accepted behaviors. Martens

(1,975) says "society's objective through the socialization
process is to produce a competent person". He differentiates
between interpersonal competence and social competence. The

former being certain ski11s, attitudes, and personality

dispositions to aIlow interpersonal relationships, the latter
being other skills and knowledge which must be acquired to

function effectively in society. One is interdependent on the

other for both are needed to produce a functioning member of

society. A person is competent when they are able to

effectively interact with the physical and social environment"

By learning a society's culture an individual is given a

set of socially transmitted behavior patterns, beliefs, and

other products of society which allow for a coherent outlook

and approach to Iife. In other words, it provides a social

real ity.

Stevenson (L974) uses the sociological paradigm of

institutional socialization" Society believes specific
institutional experiences give rise to certain socialization

effects. Society then assumes that individuals who undergo

these experiences will have been socialized in the proper

manner and will behave accordingly (Stevenson,l-974).

Individuals then come to have occupational and social roles
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assigned to them which are consistent with the assumed

institutional socialization. By assuming or taking a

particular role, the individual is exposed to a certain set of

expectations which are based upon their socialization.

Socialization actually occurs "post facto" in response to the

pressure of these expectations (Stevenson,L974). Thus

socialization to a role and it's expectations can begín prior

to an individual actually occupying that role.

The por^rer of institutional socialization Iies in the

perception of the institution to place individuals into

occupational and social roles. Hence, each particular

institution leads to particular occupational and social roles.

The institution's ability to allocate these roles, along with

an individual's anticipation to a role, âllows for greater

socialization to a role, leaving the individual with little

doubt about the role and society's expectations

(Stevenson,t974) .

This theoretical construct of socialization by Stevenson

(1974), based on the power of institutions, makes the

assumption that al l relationships I^Ie f ace are

institutionalized (eg. the family, peer group, school, etc. ).
Howeverr âs an explanation Stevenson (L974) states;

the substitution of the institutional concept for the
traditional interaction concept immediately focuses our
socialization concerns away from the interaction processes
within the sport situation and towards the structural
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allocation linkages between sport as a socializing institution
and the societal occupational and social structure. The type
of sport to which this concept is best suited is, perhaps, the
sport which occurs in the context of educational institutions.

For the purposes of this study socialization will refer

to a process of social interaction through which people

develop, extend, and modify their conceptions of who they are

and how they relate to the social world around them. This

definition emphasizes that socialization occurs through real,
imagined t or anticipated social relationships with others,

especially significant others. As welI, socialization
involves more than a simple one-rday process of learning in
which a person is passively shaped by the people and social

events around them, but is a highly interactive two-way

process. FinalIy, this definition recognizes that

social-ization is never complete and that it is a constantly

emerging process involving the changing interface between a

person and the social world.

t"2 PIay" Games, arrd Sports

PIay is usually taken to mean or imply an activity that

is usually pleasant and voluntary. In common language it is

used to describe activities which are not serious or that are

indulged in a playful manner. To many, play is seen as

behavior which is trivial, fruitless, and not constructive in

nature or provides nothing concrete at the time. However,
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play is more than this. It is crucial for development.

Classical theories of play r^rere advanced around the turn

of the century (l,rlohI ,'J.975, EI1is,1973). According to Karl

Groos' theory of play (IrrIohI L974), play is the result of the

inheritance of unlearned capacities to emit playful acts.

Playful behavior is inherited the same way we inherit our

genetic code. This theory ignored the capacity of an

individual to learn nehr responses which could be classified as

play. For every new response or observed behavior there could

not be a new easily-moved instinct. In order to account for
this the explanation that play was instinctive was invoked.

Carr and Claparede (l{ohl ,'J.974 ) developed Groos' theory

and suggested that play performed a purifying function in
regard to instincts in present day society. Carr saw play as

a refining and blunting instrument, purifying the individual

of instinct's harmful antisocial influence. Claparede saw

play as a prepatory training tool in which instincts in

children and youth could turn out to be dangerous if not

accompanied by play (lnlohl ,L974, EIlís,1-973).

Herbert Spencer and Friedrich Schiller (1979 ) viewed play

as an outlet for excess energy. This excess energy was the

result of a one-sided use of the energy of only some muscle

groups and nervous centers used in daily work. Others, which
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r¡Ìere not used or were idle during work accumulated energy and

for this surplus energy an outlet was needed. This

expenditure of excess energy occurred during play, which was

seen as the necessary outlet (Idohl tL974).

Ellis argued that play was necessary to provide

recuperatÍon from work, or play as relaxation (EIIis,L973).

P1ay allowed an individual to emit responses other than those

needed to work, thus allowing for recuperation. The emission

of the different responses let the individual get rid of the

harmful byproducts of his work (Et1is,L973).

This theory was criticized as being too general as weII

as failing to explain various forms of play itself. First
children play when fatigued or to the point of fatiguer so

surplus energy is not required. And second, evolution should

have tailored energy avaíIabIe to the energy required

(EIlis,L973).

These theories disregard play's social aspects. Play was

seen as something eternal and unchanging. The failure to take

into account its changeability, endless possibíIities or

functions based on its geographical and/or historical contexts

these theories ignored play as an instrument for a child's
development (WohI,L974) .
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One theorist did examine much of what had previously been

ignored. J. Huizinga (1-955), in his work Homo Ludens, viewed

play as a signifícant form of activity which has a social
function. He examined the relation of play to culture and

attempted to differentiate between play in general and social
play. Briefly, Huizinga suggests that the function of play in
society can be seen as functioning one of two \^rays; either as

a contest for something or as a representation of something.

For Huizinga, the giame is play, it is a contest for
something, it does not matter what is played for. This is
what he ca1ls a free activity and the game is consciously

"outside" ordinary life. It begins and ends and is played in
accordance with the proscribed ru1es. This would be what

Huizinga calls play in general. Social play also exists
outside ordinary life. Huizinga (1-955) defines this in terms

of play as ritual in that the rules are tantamount. These

rituals are not games but he suggests that those involved are

playing a part or role and that ritual is outside of ordinary

Iife. However, the differentiatíng factor between play in
general and play as ritual is that the former is to be fun

while in the latter play is subordinated to the seriousness of
the ritual act (Huizinga, l-955).

However, certain elements of these analyses of play and

work have provided a positive beginning for other theories.
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There is litt1e doubt that play is viewed as the antithesis of

work. Play is aimed at a desire to spend time pleasantly,

while work is done to satisfy aims essential for survival in
today's society. hlork is done by people who are experienced

and capable of making the proper use of tools and instruments

needed for correct results. l¡Iork is a serious activity, and

its productiveness allows the free time to play (üloh1 ,L974).

Once a child enters into a cooperative venture with

others he now accepts externally imposed definitions of rules.
This occurs in the peer group where there is cooperation and

equality among the players. Children nor^r respond to each

other through and with a conscious focus on rules. This is
the transition from play to games. The rules of the game may

have been made by the players themselves; however, they can

only be changed by group consensus. PIay is a spontaneous,

unstructured type of activity which can be done alone or with

others.

Games differ from play in that they are more structured

and have recognizable ru1es. Games are those activities
where meanings have been established and legitimated,

each participant in the ludic' frame knows that the meanings
of those with whom he Ínteracts within this frame are also his
meanings (Loy and Ingham, 1974).

t lu.dic "expressive
ludic uses
1990:350 ) .

of a playful but aimless outlook / the
of rhyme" (Webster's New Lrlorld Dictionary
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Loy and Ingham (I974) have stated that once meanings have

been established and legitimated all participants know that

their understanding of the actívity is shared by all the

others.

There can be no games without rules. The fact that the

game exists is testament to the existence of clearly defined

parameters on how the activity wíI1 proceed. These parameters

or rules are what transforms play into a game" It is, in

fact, that the form the game takes is socially constructed,

and it's meanings consensually validated by the individuals

who participate in the activity. Hence, without group

consensus on what constitutes the game, there can be no game.

Games allow for various elements of skill, chance, and

strategy to be combined to give children a chance to

experiment with different success styles. Devereux (1971,)

sees games as occurring on a level of unreality which makes

them a good tool for toying with potentially dangerous

psychological and emotional problems. In these games there

are no rule enforcers, everything is done by group consensus.

Hence, through experience of the game, the group learns the

boundaries of their relationships, how to achieve consensus

and a variety of other skills which keep the game going.

The transition from games to sport can be explained as
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follows; to be able to play any game a child must be prepared

to learn the roles and attitudes of all other players. These

roles and attitudes are a typification. In order to play any

game, to take a role, âD individual requires an implicit
understanding of it, a typification. As a game becomes

institutionalized, so are the roles involved. The game now

develops through synthesis and habituation (Loy and

Ingham, L974) - It becomes taken for granted and is made

possible through the predictability of it's meaning. It now

becomes a phenomenon which is recognized as independent of

change, thus becoming an institution unto itself . l,úhen the

game becomes institutionalized it does not necessarily become

sport. It is not a true linear progression that play is a

precursor of games, and games are likewise to sport" For

example, monopoly is a giame with a highly institutionalized

set of rules, however, it is not a sport.

Baseball is a game with a highly institutionalized set of

rules, it is a sport, or more specifically an athletic
contest. Iirle usually think of sport as a specifíc physical

activity which is based on elements of play and games.

According to hlebster (1-990), sport ís "that which diverts and

makes mirth; it is an amusement, recreation, pastime".

Diverting? Funny? Sometimes. There are two sides to

sport. It is an activity which seeks only to be a pleasant
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distraction, a form of diversion which has fun and pleasure as

it's end and is dominated by an attitude of moderation and

generosity. These are the elements of play and games which

are incorporated in sport. On the other hand, sport can be a

struggle to prove personal or group excellence. It is a

competitive activity, which has for it's end victory in the

contest and is characterized by an attitude of sacrifice and

intensity. This is the athletic element to sport, which is a

serious endeavor based on victory as the end of the

persistence.

1.3 The SociaLization Process of Playo Gamesu and Sports

Just as sports is more than a competition, play is more

than relaxation" It is a form of socialization. This idea is

confirmed in the many forms children's play takes, usually as

some form of imitation of what has been observed in adults.

hlohl (t974) states

children's play reflects learning to understand the
world, though in a childish and not realistic way, marked by
ignorance and surprise, in which reality is intertwined with
fantasy, nevertheless all this is based on observation, on
what the child notices in the world created by work.... Their
playing is always an imitation of various functions and
activities, connected with the world of work. P1aying,
children learn to enter life, to prepare themselves for future
work, passing through a process of socialization.

Mahler (1974) sees play as more than the beginnings of

work; it is also a social activity which has certain practical

aims. Play provides a way of perfecting aptitudes and
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functions in a biological way toward maturation. It allows

the child to learn motor skills and to deal with his body.

PIay also provides a socializing function in providing

interaction with others. Finally, for Mah1er (L974), play

provides a moral function in that it transmits an entire
complex of norms and values of the respective society.

There are three approaches to this contemporary view of
play. The first is a psychoanalytical one. It is Freudian in
nature and not unlike the classical theory which sees play as

a release of frustration and conflict. The second, in
contrast, is how behaviorists see play. They view it as

imitative learning that uses exploration and investigation as

a general means of getting information about the total
environment. The third approach is the cognitive approach.

Play becomes part of an educational enterprise where one

Iearns through play and experiences. This approach views the

human person as a social creature, whose self interacts with

other "se1ves" through play (Staniford,1981). PIay is seen as

a powerful socialízj-ng agent in a child's life.

Staniford (1-981-) discusses the four ways by which a child
knows the world. First, by imitation children learn and play;

this helps both novel response patterns and anticipatory
socialization. Secondly, through exploration, children

explore people and objects, learn the boundaries of p1ay, what
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they can do and with whom. The third and fourth way is to
test themselves in both appearance and behavior by the

responses of others. Using these elements children attempt to
construct a model of their reality by putting aIl the elements

of their experiences together in a unique \^ray.

Loy and Ingham (T974) offer a slightly different but

compatible account of this learning process. They note that
games with rules are socj-al institutions "transmitted from one

generation to the next and are independent of the wilt of the

individuals who participate in them" (Loy and Ingham, 1,974).

Loy and Ingham (1974) say this "transmissíon" occurs in
stages. These stages are similar to compliance,

identification, and internalization, cited on page three, in
the discussion of socialization. The first stage is the motor

stage, where the child learns to play. The second stage, ot
egocentric stage, is where the child accepts externally
imposed games but acts them out according to itrs own rules.
The child passes from this stage to the cooperative stage in
which he accepts externally ímposed definitions of rules.
This stage can only occur where there is cooperation and

equality among the players; in other words, the peer group.

Children nor^r respond to each other through and with a

conscious focus on the rules.
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PIay offers the child direct, non-verbal modes of
communication. The experiences the child gains are valuable

because the child must acquire motor skíIls, develop goal-

oriented behavior, learn ro1es, develop self concept, and

learn to consider the feelings and needs of others
( Staniford, 1-981- ) .

More important for my purpose, because play does not

have the competitive element present in sport, play develops

the values of cooperation and competition. Patrick Doyle

(L977) uses an ecological model and applies principles of

biological ecology to the study of behavior. Just as

biological habitats or contexts determine form or prevalence

of plant and animal life, social contexts influence social
process. Each species has a niche in the environment, when

this becomes overcrowded competition for the Iimited resources

occurs. If an activity is structured so that participation in
it by one person precludes others, then competition for the

scarce roles in that activity prevails. If participation in
an activity is not mutually exclusive, then cooperation is
possible.

This argument can be applied to toys (bicycles,

teetertotters, etc. ) in a preschool or school environment.

Single activity toys provide for competition; activities which

have the ability to provide participation by two or more
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children encourage cooperation. To socialize children in the

cooperative norms of society, sociality must occur. Doyle

(1977 ) defined sociality as verbal and non-verbal

reciprocative behavior.

Doyle argues that activities or toys which provide for
multiple participation should be encouraged. Playing with

toys, alone or with others, helps the child to successfully

function in a variety of social roles later ín Iife. Children

take the roles of specifÍc others, such as parents, in play.

In doing this, children internalize each character they play,

this is taken to the point where they can internalize the

concept of a group. This group then becomes known as the

generalized other in which the child can not only see his role
but aII other roles as weII.

A child may take a role, or use a toy, and the rules for
the use of each know only the bounds of the child's
imagination. Children's play reflects the prevailing norms

and values of the society of which they are a part. Hence,

play is socially defined. Nevertheless, each role and each

toy is usually a specific part of the society of which the

child is a part. It is in their specificity that they give

certain ideas which are socially transmitted to the child.

Devereux (t97L) sees giames and play as miniature and
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playful models of a wide variety of cultural and social
activities. Different game types in which various erements of
skiIl, chance, and strategy are combined in increasing

complexity to give children a chance to experiment with
different success styles. For children, gfames occur on a

level of unreality which makes them a good tool for toying
with potentially dangerous psychological and emotional

problems.

Devereux examines the giame of baseball in both it's
institutionalized form of Little League and it's less

structured form of pick-up sandrot basebarr. The latter giame

follows the form Loy and Ingham (1,974) assign to some play; it
is played within certain rules which aII participants are

familiar wÍth. However, depending on numbers, space,

equípment, and a variety of other factors, the game changes to
suit the situation and imagination of the participants. There

are no rule enforcers, everythÍng must be done by group

consensus. Hence, through experience of the game, the group

rearns the boundaries of their rerationships, how to achieve

consensus and how to get a game going and keep it going, all
factors in socialization which have been discussed. As Loy

and Ingham (t974) state

it is because the form is socially constructed and its
meanings consensuarly validated that individuals who have
vested their energies in this construction tend to reconvene
to reproduce the form. Stability in the form and stability in
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the fronts reduces the need for redefinition, and more time
can be spent on the appreciation and reconsummation of the
form.

To be able to play any çJame a child must be prepared to
learn the rores and attitudes of atl other prayers. These

roles and attitudes are typification. In order to play any

game, to take a role an individual requires an implicit
understanding of it or a typification" As a game becomes

institutionalized, the roles needed to pray become rikewise.
The game now deverops through synthesis and habituation (toy

and Ingham, L974). It becomes taken for granted and is made

possible through the predictability of its meaning. It now

becomes a phenomenon which is recognized as being independent

of change, thus becoming an institution unto itself.

Sports, especially team sports, provide for a high degree

of sociality. However, athletics can also be a single
competitive activity. Because there is only one team, there

is a limited number of spots on each team. This can be viewed

as a basis for competition (Doyle, '1,977). play today is
becoming more and more organized and competitive to the extent

that some sociologists even question whether this movement has

taken the playful element out of culture (t¡tohl , Lg74) " Though

contemporary sport has it's roots in play, the extensive

knowledge and technology of today has influenced sport
greatly, and to some extent limited it's spontaneity. Sport
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refrects society's increasing trend toward speciarization and

professionalization in alI walks of Iife.

Coakley (1990) echoes this thought by suggesting that
this trend in society toward specialization and

professionalization is based on the concept of competition and

reward. Briefly, he states that there exist three

orientations within society's reward structure. The

competitÍve orientation can be seen in terms of achievement or

how one person compares with others. The goal is to
outperform others and judge oneserf based on superiority over

others.

The cooperative orientation defines itself through the

fact that the rewards which are gained in an actívity are

shared by art. Achievement is based on maximizing rewards for
all participants by maximizing the groups potential.

The last one is the individualistic orientation. This is
characterized by the individuar who views rewards as being

unrelated to the actions of others. Hence, performance is
based on personal goals related to both past and future
standards (Coakley,l-990 ) .

Competition is part of sports, it also allows for the

combining the competitive, cooperative, and individualistic
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reward structures. sports inculcates the culturar norms,

mores, and beriefs associated with this structure in two ways

(Stevenson and Nixon, Lg74). Sports has a built_in
sanctioning system. This rewards or punishes according to a

scare of excerrence based on sports underrying beriefs which
reinforce desirabre behavior. second, sport provides
individuals with concrete exampres of moder or desirabre
behavior arong with the underlying berief systems.

The sheer pervasiveness and degree of invorvement which
sport engenders makes it an excellent agent of sociarization.
Because of the interaction and sociarization expectations
which are herd for them, sports constantry provide
participants with both moderled behavior and reinforcement.
rntegration within a sport is the process of ensuring that the
individuar becomes associated, and identifies with, that
colrectivity. Like sociarization, which inculcates peopre

directry into the cultural pattern, integration accomplishes

this indirectry by bringing the individuar into a group which
ítself is integrated into the 1arger society.

snyder and spreitzner (i-983) further suggest that the
folrowing aspects of sport herp to reinforce this integration:

1) Intrinsic pleasure and fun received fromphysical movement. Sport ís satisfying in thatit can be seen as simply fun.
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The anticipation of extrinsic rewards such as
prestige, victory, and money that are part of
sport.

Approval gained from significant others. As has
been discussed, reinforcement plays a large part
in socializing individuals into society and
sport. AIso, satisfying relationships are
derived from participation in sports.

Participation to avoid negative sanctions like
loss of status, failure, stigma, ot
embarrassment. This can Iiterally force people
to participate in sport out of fear of the
sanctions. Conversely, the sanctions can act to
discourage participation as we1I.

An individual may be committed to a sport
because his identity is strongly anchored to the
sport. This is especially the case with the
professional athlete in that the sport itself
encompasses the individual's life.

Each of Snyder and Spritzer's (1983) elements reflect the

manner in which the process of socialization through sports

serves to integrate the individual. However, certain costs

may be deemed too high by the individual, thus reducing the

amount of integration into sport. Integration can hold true
for both participants and non-partÍcipants alike. In the case

of a participant, integration occurs through interpersonal

ties which bind him to a team or club. However, the

collectivity may also take the form outside of sport as in a

school, city region, or even a country" These elements are

important in that they allow for a certain understanding as to
the nature of this integration process.

Coaches and the sports hero are two more significant
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others believed to be important in this socialization process.

For preadolescent children the coach is the authority figure

whose main function is to reward or punish" Smith, SmoIl, and

Curtis (1-978) report that young children are most sensitive

to punishment and non-reinforcement. As athletes grow older

they become more ar¡rare of the positive behaviors such as

reinforcement and encouragement" As athletes mature the coach

is seen as an authoritative figure who imparts knowledge and

maintains team order, rather than one whose main functíon is

to reward or punish (Smith, Smoll, and Curtis, 1,978).

The idea of coaches as "character builders" supports the

assumption of modelling or providing athletes wíth concrete

examples of desired behavior patterns and lends legitimacy to

the claim that school sponsored sports impart more than just

physical skills to the participants (Coakley, L990) " Coaches

are not only teachers of physical skills, but also teachers of

character by way of emphasizing such attributes as discipline,
obedience, and sacrifÍce.

Their influence however, depends on the nature of the

player-coach relationship. Coakley (1-990) suggests that the

coaches influence may exert itself in three ways. The coach

may have such total control over the athlete that the athlete
is dependent on the coach. In this case the influence of the

coach may be great but there is little opportunity for the
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athlete to make their own decisions. The coach may act aS an

advisor or advocate for the athlete" In this case the coach

can be seen aS an ally who uses their influence to help the

athlete gain control of their life. FinaIIy, the coach may be

a model for the athlete'S own life. Thís is the case of coach

as role model.

Both coakley (1990) and Snyder (l.972) suggest that the

more informal and personal the relationship, the greater the

influence the coach may have on the athlete. Since sports, in

schools have such an important role in socíalization I shall

explore this process in greater detail focusing in particular

on the transmission of the concept of fair play-

One other significant individual worthy of note, is the

sports hero or star" Ve1den (1-986) suggests that athletes are

seen as role models who embody the best attributes of society.

Sports heroes are idolized because the maSS media has made

them readily recognizable with the amount of information they

provide about them. It is easy for people to understand and

appreciate what they do. Finally athletes gain a following

because they are constantly challenged and tested in the

public view (Smith, L976).

Those athletes who are considered heroes act as

reinforcers of those cultural values associated with North
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American society such as teamwork, Success, and dedication

(Smith, 1976). Hero worship of those embodying these values

may serve a reinforcement function keeping individuals within

the social structure and directing them toward socially

approved goals (Smith, t976, Klapp, L969) -

L " 4 The Funct,ion of Sports in Education

The educational system is, quite simply, the biggest

socializing mechanism in present day society. It provides the

necessary training and values needed to survive in today's

technological world. Stevenson and Nixon (r.972) recognize

this when they state

Rather than leave the socialization completely up to
chance, educational institutions have attempted to formalize
the socialization and have included it deliberately in the
curricula. In this manner the content of the socialization,
be ít concepts, ideologies, normative behavior patterns or
whatever, is made more explicit for the socializee-

The question to be asked is, what purpose does sports

Serve aS an educational socializing tool that cannot be

provided by academically situated subjects? Originally, with

the quíck rise of masS public educatÍon, extracurricular

activities r'dere Seen as wasteful or nonproductive (Hanks and

Ek1and, L976). However, it was later noted that perhaps sport

and extracurricular activities l¡tere an ingenious and

successful devise created and sanctioned by schools to coopt
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the adolescent social structure and its leaders (Hanks and

Ekland,1,976). True, âS the previous review of the literature

shows, sports have socialÍzing properties.

Preschool and college are at opposite ends of the

educational spectrum and play and sport in these levels do not

resemble each other at all. Most of the learning in play and

sports at the elementary level involves some movement on the

part of the child. These develop the individual's potential

for skil1, cognitive and social learning ( Staniford, 1-981- ) .

These skills learned early in tife will allow the child to

proceed from the unstructured world of play to the structured,

rule-oriented world of sport later in high school or co1lege.

úrlhite unstructured play and not organized sport predominates

the elementary level (Staniford, 1981). The school controls

play by imposing certain rules or boundaries on ít thus making

it largely a socializing experience for the young- As

Devereux (1-97t-) points out, backyard baseball is more fun than

Little League where "the spontaneity is largely killed by

schedules, rules and adult supervision. . . "

Staniford (1981-) suggests that the early school years for

children are the most overwhelming they wiII face. The

various aspects of adapting to a classroom, Such aS learning

to suppress desires, not interrupting or tolerating

interruptions are part of the classroom learning experience
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beyond the three R'S. The child must also accommodate to

adutt authority in the form of the teacher. The teacher, of

course, uses the Same mechanisms of socialization aS the

child's parents, the ability to reward or punish. This

reinforcement helps the child internalize certain social

values needed to function in society (Staniford,1981,

Martens,t975, Calhoun,t9B7, êt al ) .

At the higher educational level, sports and not play

predominate. Schafer (L976 ) suggests athletics are an

integral part of school because both are oriented to the

future. Both stress the pursuit and attainment of goals as

weII as providing a supportive attitude toward upward

mobility. Hence, g¡oa1 attainment and upward mobilíty can be

equated with winning. The emphasis on winning in sport now

becomes a supportive attitude for winning in life which

translates itself as goal attainment and upward mobilíty

(Stevenson, 1975). Athletics, then, are helpful in generating

high achievement motivation. This results in an athlete who

is prepared in the areas of motivation and commítment to

succeed which is an established part of society-

Otto and Alwin (1977 ) found that athletic participation

had a "Salutary" effect on aspirations and attainments.

Scholastic athletics teach interpersonal skills that are

transferable and marketable outside of sports; athletics serve
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an allocation function by raising the visibility of

participants and giving them a definition of success; sports

gives participants interpersonal networks and contacts

benef icial in establishing careers (Otto and Alwin,l-977).

They concluded that participation in high school athletics has

an effect on attainment and aspirations.

Snyder (1978) has examined the theme of peer groups and

academic achievement in School among athletes and non-

athletes. Athletes \^Iere more academically oriented because

they were likely to be members of the "Ieading crowd".

Athletics as a subculture stresses conformity to conventional

norms and standards of behavior and achievement as defined by

those in authoríty, teachers and the coaches. Snyder (L978)

Says that student athletes were usually more visible hence

they are given special academic consideration and more

encouragement. This special recognition and prestige for the

athlete results in the development of a favorable self-image.

Finally, athtetics teach an achievement orientation, with

emphasis on hard work, persistence, self improvement,

competition, etc., which the athlete carries over to academics

(Snyder,L97B).

For Schafer, the scholastic athlete must conform to

authority and standards in the form of a coach. Because the

team is a complex organization it requires not only leadership
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and guidance, but obedience as well. Schafer (1976) states

such slogans as "Live by the code or get out" or "Stay out for

sports and stay out of courts", are highly influential upon

athletes, something which they come to accept.

L"5 PlayinE to Win

Theories of socialization and play help to give some

basis for how sport indoctrinates those who play and coach, as

welI as how these attitudes may develop. There are two

extreme orientations in sport and athletics as illustrated by

the phrases "Not that you won or lost, but how you played the

game", and "lalinning isn't everything, its the only thing".

These two phrases not only sum up sport, but the attitudes

people develop both playing and coaching them. Both reflect

the ethical orientation which individuals may adopt toward

sport "

The role of play in socialization is to provide children

an opportunity to experiment with various roles of significant

others as well as provide a harmless atmosphere in which to

experiment with potentially dangerous psychological and

emotional problems. However, it shows that the "Lombardian"

ethic is very prevalent and reflects our society as a whole.

No where is this more clear than in the prevailing ethos of

sport where very few teach any significant game as if winning
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doesn't mattert or should be seen as secondary to the

activity. Kew (L978) suggests that the emphasis on winning

rlos

increased in direct proportion to the interest and
involvement of external factors standing outside the construct
'game' ( i. e. commercialism, professionalism, politics,
nationalism, etc. ).

Faced with these aspects of society, games and sport have

lost their playful nature and have become intensely serious

instead.

The emphasis on winning, commercialism, and

professionalism have quickly become the very basic cultural
values in North American society. AII children are socialized

in these values, however, those children involved in sports

may be exposed to them to a greater degree than those who are

not. Parents, along with the educational system are the major

socializing agents in children's lives regardless of their
participation in sport. However, once a child is involved in

sports the coach now becomes a possible influential role

model, one who may even become more important than the

parents. One other possible role model for children,

regardless of sports involvement, is the sports hero. The

sports hero, Iike the coach, act as a reinforcer of certain

cultural values like teamwork, success, and dedication. By

stressing these values, both coach and hero help to perpetuate

collective values and affirm social norms.
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Obviously, sports is a medium of socialization. It is
the purpose of this study to investigate how values are

transmitted in sports. There are many values associated with

sports and just as many persons who transmit those values.

This study wiIl examine the concept of fair play and

concentrate on how the associated values are conveyed between

persons within a sports milieu. It is hoped that by focusing

on one sports concept, fair play, that some insight will- be

gained into those values which s€em most prevalent in sports.
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CTIAPTER THE STT'ÐY

2"L Fair Play

There is a vast array of ideas and emotions which

accompany play, games, sportS, and athletics, foremost among

them is the idea of fair ptay. Fair play and sportsmanship

can each be Seen aS an essential ingredient of the other, if

not synonymous" Fair play can be seen as a moral category or

as a function of rules in a contest" The first implies that

it distinguishes itself as a type of spirit of play full of

value-laden concepts; the latter implies that it occurs within

the context of the rules, what they spell out in order to

allow a contest to continue.

The basic underlying assumption of aII the definitions of

fair play has been that real world values and morality are

transferred in their entirety to the playing field. However,

the realm of sport is atypical from the endeavors of everyday

life. Huizinga (1955) describes sport as a "world within a

world" free of the restraints which characterize everyday tife

but allow for the transgression of typical moral norms. If

this is true, then one should expect a varied ethic from the

one at work in the real world" Yet it never ceases to amaze

us how educators, spectators, sportswriters, and Yês, even

coaches act Surprised or shocked when something other than a

"Christian" ethic is demonstrated. Overtly, we all tend to
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give the impression that the morality of sport is identified

with that of everyday life or some higher morality, perhaps

that of the church. However, on the field, the athlete works

from another frame of reference. It may be that the athlete

goes to church on sunday, but this is saturday. And on

saturday, the name of the game is win at any cost

(Slusher ,L979) .

The definitions of fair play are many. In his analysis

of fair play, Mclntosh (1,979) cites the Declaration of Fair

Play issued by the International Council for Sport and

Physical Education. He makes the distinction between what is

"good" and what is "obligatory". The good and obligatory

correspond to what is descriptive and evaluative in fair play.

An example of a descriptive statement of what one is obligated

to do or not to do in order to ptay fairly would be that one

"Show strict, unfailing observance of the written rule"

(Mclntosh, tgTg). The evaluative statement would declare

those things which it is good to do, but which one is not

obligated to folIow. Examples are; modesty in victory,

graciousness in defeat, and generosity of outlook which

creates warm and lasting human relations (Mclntosh'1-979).

This illustrates the problems of establishing what is

meant by fair play. In his analysis, Mclntosh (L979)

concludes that in order to determine whether something Ís fair
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Or not, one must answer the queStions "what should I do?" and

"what should he/she do?" " To answer these questions he

suggests that the distinguishing feature comes from three

kinds of "ought" statements;

1-. Action X is required in order to
standard which people generallY
of sociological fact)

2. I have a feeling that I ought to
psychological fact)

3" I ought to do X (value judgement)

conform to the
accept (statement

do X (statement of

Mclntosh (1,979) suggests the third statement always

implies a moral imperative whereas the other two do not.

Thus, he says, "If I say rI ought to play fair' as a moral

judgement I am assenting to the command 'Let me do

Xf tr(Mclntosh,1979). Because of these different meanings of

"ought", Mclntosh stresses it is essential to clarify it's

meaning. Both sociological and psychological facts involve

the questioning of one form of order or the other. In sports

for example, a player may question an order to deliberately

harm an opponent or retaliate for a foul. But neither

question contains an imperative answer. Only the value

judgements tend to coincide with both accepted standards and

a persons oLVn feelings.

This idea also reflects how the concept of fair play is

socially constructed. The conduct which should govern a

players action is a very confusing issue. It Ís suggested the
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task of defining fair play should be up to the governing

bodies of sport to write clearly into the rules the right

values and right conduct. Mclntosh (1979) illustrates the

confusion in this area bY stating

However, in the present state of the world of sport it
is very important, when I say I ought to do this and not
that, to ask whether I am making a moral judgement as an
imperative, or am saying I ought to do this because everyone
would say I ought.

A code of conduct is needed irrespective of what players

feel they should do and irrespective of what other players and

fans exÞect them to do.

sportsmanship can be viewed as a type of moral category.

hlithin this category, fair play is the key ingredient, so much

sOr that the two terms are almost Synonymous. James Keating

(Lg7g) suggests sportsmanship is not just a combination of

moral qualities comprising a code of specialized behavior; but

also as an "attitude, a posture, a manner of interpreting what

would otherwise be only a legat code". Generosity and

magnanimity are also essential in order to describe the

conduct and attitudes which comprise sportsmanship. These

values in sport help to establish and maintain a "social

guarantee" that the pleasure derived from sport will not be

sacrificed for more selfÍsh ends, winning (Keating,t979).

The point Keating makes helps dífferentiate sport from

athletics. Sport is used as a pleasant diversion, for
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amusement and joy. Athletics on the other hand, is a serious

endeavor, based on victory as the end of the pursuit. Keating

(L979) states that athletics and competition

denoted the struggle of two parties for the same valued
object or objective and implies that, to the extent that one
of the parties is successful in the struggle, he gains
exclusive or predominant possession of that at the expense of
his competitor. But the goal of sporting activity, being the
mutual enjoyment of the participants, cannot even be
understood in terms of exclusive possession by one of the
parties. Its simulated atmosphere camouflages what ís at
bottom a highly cooperative venture" Sport, then, is a
cooperative endeavor to maximize pleasure or ioy, the
immediate pleasure or joy to be found in the activity itself.

In this Context then, fair play or sportsmanship becomes

a necessary part of sport in order to make the activity fun or

pleasurable. It becomes a moral imperative as part of sport.

This coincides with Mclntosh's (t979) view. However, the

statement norltl becomes "I ought to play fairly" in order to

maximize the pleasure of the game for myself and others.

This moral imperative of sport is also raised by Joshiah

Royce (l-979). He uses the concept of loyalty as the rational

solution to moral problems, of which fair play would seem to

be one. Loyalty means "a willing and thoroughgoing devotion

of the whole active Self to a chosen cause or to a chosen

system of causes" (Royce, t979) In sports, Ioyalty is

loyalty
respect

to; a) rules; b) teammates and; c) opponents out of

for his loyalty to his teammates. It is this devotion

to Ioyalty which ís the essence of fair play for Royce. It

reflects a form of morality or human virtue, in an almost
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religious sense of "Iove thine enemy"

Royce (1979) states

In support of this,

physical training, in so far as it can be used to give
e*pteãsion to the spirit of fair Play, may be an aid towards
tnã highest types oÈ morality; namely, to those which embody
that sþirit ot toyalty to loyalty which is destined we hope,
some dãy to bring to pass the spiritual union of all mankind.

One is expected to adhere to certain values (ie" respect

for onets opponent, loyalty, etc.) which in the context of

playing the game, define fair play. sport is an activíty with

fun and pleasure as the goal, athletics is a serious endeavor

with winning as the goal. This definition implies the values

of sport are a cooperative way of making the game more

pleasurable" Cooperation now becomes part of fair play. On

the other hand, competition implies the attainment of a goal,

which is part of athletics and winning. Once competition

enters the game, fair play becomes secondary to the goal of

winning "

This viewpoint presents a polarized, dichotomous picture

of competition and cooperation. Both are essential social

processes in sport and the idea of fair play. These two

concepts are not necessarily the antithesis of one another.

Competition can be defined as;

opposition; within a set of rules; for acquisition of the
same goal; and the goal cannot be achieved by alI.
Competition implies evaluation. It is a struggle for
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supremacy. Someone succeeds in reaching the goal, while
someone else must fail. Someone wins and someone loses
(Nelson and Cody L974).

If competition takes place "within a set of rules'r then

the definition implies that fair play is an integral part of

competition. But when the goat becomes so important that

players are willing to do anything to obtain it then

competition becomes conflict. Conf]ict, like competitíon,

involves obtainment of the sarne goal. However, conflict

occurs when there are no rules for obtaining the goal (Nelson

and Cody 1974). SimPIY,

one can do anything to get the desired goal; one cafl
deceive, disrupt, or even destroy the opponent. Competition
extended beyond the rules of fairness becomes conflict. It
results in "survival of the fittest" (Nelson and Cody 1974).

Cooperation is the opposite of competition. Nelson and

Cody (1974) view it as people working towards a common goal in

such a way so that they all share in the results. Cooperation

is an aspect of fair play. It is essential for teams to

achieve their conmon goa1s. However, it also occurs within

competition, beginning with the basic agreement to play a

game, meet at certain times and places, along with accepting

co¡nmon rules. Both in Society and sport' competition and

cooperation go hand in hand. People compete to make a team,

but then cooperate to achieve team goals" Teams cooperate

with each other and officials to have a game, but also compete

against each other to wj-n. AccordinglY, "cooperation is
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necessary for really meaningful competition, and in turn,

competition fosters meaningful cooperation" (UIrick,l-968).

This balance between cooperation and competition helps to

prevent conflict or playing outside the rules. This is part of

fair play.

However, fair play is also the observance of rulesr ês

an attitude of honesty and truth" along with respect for one'S

opponent and oneself (Nelson and Cody,l974). Recognizing the

emotional aspect of sport, Ne1son and Cody (L974) suggest that

as competition increases in intensity, cooperation must keep

pace. To avoid conflict, paramount consideration must be

placed on the rules. They also submit that winning is only

valuable when it occurs within the context of the written and

unwritten rules of the game (Ne1son and Cody L974).

This leads to what Keating (1,979) calls the strange

paradox of sportsmanship as applied to athletics.

Sportsmanship or a code of fair play asks an athlete locked in

a deadly Serious and emotionally charged situation, to act as

if it is a pleasant and fun activity. The athlete, who has

trained and sacrificed for years, dreaming of victory,

Iiterally exhausting himself physically and mentally in its

pursuit, is nor¡I asked to play wíth fairness, be modest in

victory and gracious in defeat.
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The ultimate expression of this is professional sports

where too often defeat spetls unemployment for an athlete. It

becomes easy to see how athletes can regard opponents, not as

cooperative individuals trying to make a competition more

pleasurable for both sides, but as those who would seek to

deprive the athlete of their livelihood. In this wâY, it is

apparent how fair play becomes secondary to winning (Keating

L979). It is in this case where the sports field takes on an

almost war-Iike environment.

Two more aspects of fair ptay must be examined. one is

the assumption that all those values associated with fair play

are the values which have been transposed from the real world

or social world to the world of sport. The second is the

acknowledgment of unwritten rules. This suggests that there

are both implicit and explicit rules which operate during the

course of a game which could impact upon a definition of fair

play.

Slusher (L979 ) argues that man's morality is a

consequence of the existing social order, alter the order and

you possibly alter the reality. Hence, moving from the real

wortd to the athletic field is to move from one moral order to

another. Bredemeier (1-9SB) has found that sports involvement

may have implications for the development of children's

morality in that the social interactions fostered by some
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sports may impede moral growth. Research by herself and

Sheilds (l-984) also suggests that there is a divergence

between life and sport moral reasoning. They suggest that a

lower leve} of Sport moral reasoning may be due to

"consensuaIly Iegitimated and contextualty Iimited moral

regression, a temporary deviation from typicat patterns of

processing information". Bredemeier (1994) confirmed this

with further research and also showed that age impacts upon

these differences. She suggests that as children moved from

unstructured play to structured organized Sport, with it's

emphasis on winning, the sports morality subordinates the life

moral ity "

If the realm of sport is atypical from the endeavor of

everyday life, then an ethic of fair play based on everyday

tife is not the answer. There must be an acknowledgment that

there are unwritten rules which operate during the course of

an athletic contest. These implicit ru]es, alongi with the

explicit rules help form the boundaries in which the contest

wílI be played.

overtly, the impression ure give to sport is not the same

aS the covert one most of uS condone. The fact that there are

unwritten rules which operate during the course of athletic

contests shor¡rs this ethic exists. some of these rules seem to

step across or Supersede the written rules of the game. Some
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purists, would caII these rules cheating, those involved in

the game would say otherwise. They would argue that both the

implicit rules, along with the explicit ones define the

boundaries of the game and help to make it better.

cheating, like fair play has many interpretations.

Guenther Lueschen (L976) states

cheating in sport is the act in which the manifestly or
latently agreed upon conditions for winning such a contest are
changed in favor of one side. As a result, the principle of
equality of chance beyond differences in skill and strategy is
violated. Typica1Iy changes occur not on the levels of goals,
but on that of means"

This suggests that when one breaks both implicit and

explicit rules of a game one is cheating. There are all sorts

of actions players can use to put off an opponent during a

game which are not, in themselves, illegal. Leaman (1-988)

states,

If such behavior is indeed legal, must we say that A is
cheating because he is breaking one of the 'latently agreed
upon conditions for winnÍng such a contest'?.

It is argued that this player is not playing fairly since

sorts of skills and strategy the individual is employing

not those which are conducive to the notions of the game.

Randolf Feezell (L988) tacktes this question of whether

or not violation of unwritten rules of a game is cheating. By

describing Several paradigm cases of cheating he shows it is

the

are
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the intention of the player, coaches or ínterested persons to

gain unfair advantage by altering certain conditions of the

game. Usually, the deception itself is central to the rules

of the game, defining such thíngs as who can play, how to keep

score Or what kinds of equipment can be used. These all

interfere with the integrity of the game and would constitute

cheating. Feezell (1-988) saYs,

so it's also appropriate to conclude that the central
meanÍng of cheating in sports disallows the cheater from
winníng since he or she has violated the most basic elements
that are constitutive of the game in question.

This develops the "prescriptive atmosphere" of sport

which both prescribes and proscríbes acceptable means in which

the goals of the game may be achieved"

It defines an atmosphere of competitíve expectations in
which the participants may gain a competitive advantage, and
perhaps win, only in the context of an underlying equality
expressed in the rules (Feezell, l-988).

The notion of cheating within the prescriptive atmosphere

of sport is based on the assumption that when engaging in a

sport the participants have agreed to play in a specific and

detimited way. The sport of baseball illustrates the power of

prescriptive rules of sport.

Baseball's prescriptive side includes such actions aS a

good, aggressive base runner going out of the base path to

break up double plays, stealing Signsr ês well as using the

most artful techniques of making the baseball do unexpected
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things (Feezett,19BB). These actions are aII part of the

sanctioned "history" and "tradition" of the game. This

tradition also generates the expectation that oners opponent

will use the same techníques to gain an advantage to win. It

could be argued that there is nothing unfair about this. To

learn the sport, and understand the strategies and how to deal

with them is only to know the game.

It has been suggested that to learn a Sport, understand

it's strategies, and take advantage of them is only to know

the game. Hughes and Coakley (1-991-) state that this viewpoint

may indicate that a form of positive deviance exists among

athletes. The cause of this deviance is an overconformity to

what they call the "sport ethic". This sport ethic emphasizes

sacrifice for "The Game" " The guiding behaviors of this ethic

in sports participation are seeking distinction, taking risks,

and challenging limits. Hughes and Coakley (1-991-) point out

that these behaviors are generally viewed as positive norms,

however, they argue that it is the ethic üthich

becomes the vehicle for transforming behaviors that
conform to these positive norms into deviant behaviors that
are prohibited and negatively sanctioned within Society and
within sports organizations themselves"

Briefly, Hughes and Coakley (1-99L) suggest that as a

society, we Support all those norms which are inherent in

sport. Some of those norms are that athletes must make
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sacrifices for their sport, athletes must play wíth injuries

and when they do they are Seen aS courageous. Other norms are

the need to be dedicated to goals, to keep working until the

goals are met, and to define adversity as a challenge. These

are aII norms which function in society both in and outside of

sports. Hughes and Coakley (1-991-) state that in this case the

deviance does not result in rejection of these norms but to an

overconformity to the value system, including both the goals

and means.

The overconformity to goals and means may not be seen by

the athtete as deviant but seen as confirming their identity

aS an athlete and a member of a Se1ect sports group or team.

Hughes and Coakley (L99l-) hypothesize that an athlete's

vulnerability to group demands along with the desire to

reaffirm group membership makes the athlete susceptible to

positive deviance through overconformity. Further to this

notion, they (Hughes and Coakley,1-991-) suggest that it may be

one of the qualities of a great coach to be able to exploit

this penchant toward overconformity in their athletes.

Other studies would seem to support Hughes and Coakley's

position. Shie|ds, Bredemeier, Gardner, and Bostrom (1-995)

examíned how a Sport team's colleCtive norms influenced

behavior. They found that players t{ould engage in unfair

tactics if they believed that their teammates would play
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unfairly. As well they found that the level of team cohesion

influenced an individual's belief that winning was to be

prioritized over fair play. Further to this, Shields,

Bredemeier, Gardner, and Bostrom (L995) found a posÍtive

relationship between playing on a winning team and the

expectations of cheating and aggression suggesting that those

who play to win do win more often.

Ikuya sato (L988) focused on a more general, informal

context than Sport but he used concepts which are very similar

to those used by Hughes and coakley, as well as Shields,

Bredemeier, Gardner, and Bostrom. Sato examined the active

pursuits of youths or more specifically youth gangs in Japan.

Briefly, he found that there were three aspects of group

delinquency; collective encouragement, intense involvement,

and a chatlenge to reach the limit. Hence, interaction among

peers can lead to an excessive commitment to action. It is

this action, that is used to reconfirm group membership or

attachment to peers, which often pushes the limits or takes

extreme forms. [rlhen dealing with group membership and

overconformity it is easy to see how the lines between fair

play and cheating become blurred.

There are those who suggest that no matter what the

"ethos" of the game, once the rules have been violated that is

cheating. lrlarren Fraleigh (1-9Bg) says there are three kinds
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of rules and rule violations. First, rules function to teII

participants what they must do and what they are allowed to

do. They define the contest and the prescribed skills and

tactics of the contest. Second, they identify the goal at

which the skills and tactics are aimed. Third, rules tell

players what actions are prohibited during the course of a

game. Inlhen these three functions work together, they form the

basis for a game or contest.

Fraleigh (1988) also recognizes three rule violations

which take place. The most common violation is the one which

is inadvertent or unintentional. These violations may disrupt

a game, but do not destroy the mutually agreed upon rules.

The second violation is one which is done intentíonally to

gain advantage while not getting caught. The third rules

violation is when a participant purposely breaks a rule to

achieve what otherwise could not be done, but also willing1y

accepts the penalty. For athtetes, this is known as the "good

foul". This concept, however, can have an impact upon a

definition of fair play.

Fraleigh (1988) argues that

Cheating destroys the good sports contest because
'competing, winning, and losing in athletics are intelligibte
only within the framework or rules which define a specific
competitive sport; a person may cheat at a game or compete at
it, but it is logically impossible for him to do both. To
cheat is to cease to compete.
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However, it could be argued that giames are not only

ptayed within a given set of rules, they are also played

within a framework of social practices and priorities, and

violations must be assessed within this framework to determine

whether cheating has occurred.

The interference of the intended purpose of a game by

breaking the rules intentionally could be considered an

unethical act. Unethical acts in athletics are usually

referred to as unsportsmanlike. If an act is unsportsmanlike,

it certainly falls outside the bounds of what has thus far

been designated as fair play. Kathleen Pearson (1-9BB) says of

the "good" foul, "a player who deliberately breaks the rules

of that game is deliberately no longer playing that game".

Does cheating destroys the game's integrity within the

definition of fair play? The definítion of a game is

contained within its rules. If there were no rules for that

game, obviously, there would be no game. Because the rules of

the game contain penalties for fouling, the deliberate foul is

definitely outside the rules of the game. Pearson (1988) sums

this position up nicely when she says,

It violates the ludíc spirit, it treats the process of
playing as mere instrument in the pursuit of the win, and it
ieflects a view of one's competitor aS both enemy and object
rather than a colleague ín nobel contest. AII of these pleas,
however, fal1 short of the ultimate and most damaging
testimony; deliberate betrayal of the rules destroys the vital
frame of agreement which makes sport possible"
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The literature has focused on two primary themes; the

respect for ones opponent; and, the respect for the rules of

the game, contest, or sport that the individual or team may be

participating in. For the purposes of this research the

formal definition will be the one which is emphasized by the

Fair Play phíIosophy "respect for the rules, the officials'

and the opponents. In addition to providing participants wíth

an equal opportunity to participate" (Commission for Fair

PIay, L989). Further to this definition, ít should be noted

that the term "respect for the rules" delineates a firm

adherence to the proscribed rules of sport and not the

prescribed rules which so often take precedent"

2 "2 Proposed lfypotheses

The commission for Fair Ptay distributes copies of an

educational resource manual, "Fair PIay for Kids", to

elementary schools in Canada. The manual claims to be based

on the processes for developing moral reasoning and covers a

variety of curriculum areas, with the emphasis on physical

education. "Fair PIay for Kids" iS divided into a variety of

sections, each consisting of a number of exercises and

projects which deal with the topic. The underlying theme is

that fair play can be taught to children.

The manual advances a number of propositions for the
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teaching of fair play" The first proposition states that

"active social interaction is a basic element of moral growth"

(Fair PIay for Kids Resource Manual, 1990) " The manual argues

that moral decisions are achieved through díalogue where

individuals work together to achieve consensus about

respective rights and responsibilities.

The manual AlSo emphasizes that moral reasoning can be

taught by first helping children to recognize moral conflicts

and dilemmas as well as the solutions to them. Secondly, it

suggests that these dilemmas may be solved by encouraging

children to move beyond an egocentric leve1 of moral reasoning

by taking the role of others. Hence, the processes used for

teaching moral reasoning are recognizing and resolving moral

conflicts along with helpíng children to learn to change roles

and perspectives. It is with these processes in mind that the

Fair Play program has been designed as a curriculum-based

approach for educators to instill a fair play attitude in

their students. This thesis will examine some of the

socialization processes occurring in the schools. More

specifically, it studies how the concept of fair play is

learned by the students.

Since the schools socialize chíldren mostly through

classroom learning, I shalt study the impact of the "Fair

Play" curriculum to socialize individuals into a "fair p}ay"
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attitude. Do the support materials, along with the

appropriate Iectures and activities socialize individuals

toward a "faj-r p1ay" attitude? Or do an individual'S sporting

experiences or their significant others have a greater impact

upon their socialization toward a "fair play" attitude?

The main thesis was subdivided into three component

hypotheses: (a) that "Fair Play" Iectures and activities (the

curriculum) have an impact upon an individuals socializatÍon

toward a fair play attitude; (b) that an individual's

significant others have an impact upon an individuals

socialization toward a fair play attitude; and (c) that an

individual'S sporting experiences have an impact upon their

socialization toward a fair play attitude.

The first component hypothesis suggests that the support

materials and techniques offered in the "Fair PIay for Kids"

manual do have an impact upon the socialization of the

individual toward an attitude of fair play. The manual

suggests that the teacher should create opportunities for

cognitive conflict and stimulate social perspective" In thís

way the individual's moral development is guided by the

curriculum insofar as a fair play attitude is concerned.

The second component hypothesis suggests that an

individual's significant others wilI influence that
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indívid.ual's fair ptay attitudes insofar as the individual's

perceptions of those attítudes impact upon his,/her

socialization toward or away from a fair play attitude. The

significant others are those individuals who have some

influence over an individual's fair play attitude in sport;

parents, physical education teachers, friends, teamnates, and

coaches. This second hypothesis postulates that the

socialization of an individual's attitudes is dependent on the

perceived attitudes and influence of their significant others.

The third component hypothesis is that the Fair Play

attitude of an individual is impacted by the recreational or

competÍtive nature of the sports they choose to participate

in. This suggiests that an attitude of fair play may occur in

games or sporting situations which are viewed as recreational

by the participants. Once the game or sport becomes

competitive the attitude is suspended or constrained in favor

of one which promotes self or team gains, to the relative

neglect of an opponents needs or interests. Hence, this would

suggest that those who are primarily involved in competitive

sport will have less of a fair play attitude than those who

are primarily involved in recreational sport.

2 " 3 The Research Instrwnent

To study these questions, I developed a questionnaire
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with forty-two items (see Appendix B). The survey consisted

of both open-ended and closed-ended questions about attitudes

toward sport and physical participation. The questionnaire

was divided into five sections and asked for general

information about the respondent, participation in physical

activities, attitudes towards physical activity, attítudes

toward coaches, and reaction towards sports scenarios. The

questionnaire was pretested on 20 respondents to discover any

major flaws that may have been in the survey. The pretest

resulted in a few minor changes to the format of the survey as

well aS Some changes in the wording of certain questions. The

questions took approximately twenty-five minutes to complete.

The researcher l¡tas present to answer any questions which the

respondents may have had concerning the survey-

A" The Fair FIay Attitude

A fair play attitude is one which exhibits "respect for

the rules, the officials, and the opponents. In addition to

providing participants with an equal opportunity to

participate". In order to establish participant fair play

attitude scores the l¡Jebb Professionalization Scale was used in

the study.

The lrIebb Professionalization Scale (Webb L969:]-66) and

index r^rere developed for a study carried out in the mi-dwestern
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United States. The studY

questionnaire and was given

classes ranging from grades

of the scale was found to be

(Maloney and Petrie, 1-972).

employed a group administered

to a group of children enrolled in

three to twelve. The reliabilitY

consistently around the .90 level

The !ùebb scale uses forced rank ordering whích results in

six different combinatíons of answers. These six combinations

províde a range for indicating the strength of a significant

others orientation toward either a fair play attitud.e, âû

attitud.e which encourages skill, or a play to win attÍtude.

A play orientatÍon is determined by a ranking score of 1- or 2,

a skill orientation by a rankíng of 3 or 4, and a win

<rrientation by a ranking of 5 or 6. The scale uses a forced

rank ord.ering which results in six different combÍnations of

ansr¡¡ers" The orientation combinations are aS follows:

Table 2.L
!{ebb Professionalization Sca1e

Tab1e of Combinations

Fair Play Orientation PIay to trlin Orientation

fair
play
beat

faír
beat
pray

play
fair
beat

play
beat
fair

beat
fair
play

beat
pray
fair

It should

criticized for
be noted

being both

that the ülebb

ambiguous and

6l-

Scale has been

for the use of



rankings which may reveal the relative importance of winning'

fair play, and skiIl instead of their actual importance

(Knoppers, Zuidema, and Meyer, 1-989). In order to support

this argument Knoppers, Zuidema, and Meyer compared the Webb

scale to their or^In Game Orientation Scale. The latter

contains descriptions of both recreational and competitive

sports scenarios where respondents use a Likert scale to

indicate the degrees of importance they give to winning,

skill, fun, and fair play. Not surprisinglY, they found that

the hlebb Scale lacked vaIÍdity and was unidimensional whereas

their Game Orientation Scale was not.

However, further to this criticism, Lacy and Greet (L992)

investigated the relative merits of both scales" They did

agree that the t{ebb Scale did lack the element of context

specificity but the problem was not insurmountable. As weII

they contend that data have failed to show that hJebb's forced

measurement of relative values is in any way artificial. They

also suggest that Knopper's (1-989) Game Orientation Scale

raises just aS many validity questions as have been raised

about the hlebb Scale "

Fíve questions (questions 3L-34, 23) are used to

determine the respondent's attitude toward fair play. The

five questions were aIl based on the [rlebb Professionalizatíon

Scale. However, to compensate for the hlebb Scale's lack of
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context specíficity, the study borrowed from the Game

Orientation Scale and made four of the questions sports

scenarÍos. Questions thírty-one to thírty-four took the form

of a Sports Scenario. Each scenario presented a sports

participation situatíon at the end of which respondents were

asked to rank, in order of importance from one to three, three

statements. These statements indicated a respondent'S

preference for a fair PIay, competitive, or a play to win

attitude" The forced ranking of the three statements is then

used to determine the respondents priority. Low scores (L or

2) r^Jere indicative of a fair ptay orientation, medium scores

(3 or 4) indicated an orientation toward ski]l, while high

scores (5 or 6) were indicative of a play to win orientation"

The fifth question (question 23) asked the respondent

when playing a game if they tried to beat the other player or

team, tried to play the game fairly, or if they tried to play

aS well aS they could. This "self assessmentfr of a real

situation as opposed to hypothetical ones would also be an

indicator of the respondents fair ptay attitude. The five

questions were then added together and averaged to provide a

Fair P1ay attitude score for each respondent.

Question seventeen hras used to establish the reliability

of the fair play attitude score (see Appendix B). This

question ínvolved a total of eleven questions (a to k). The
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questions were set to a four-point Scale ranging from strongly

agree, agree, disagree, to strongly disagree, a don't know

response is also included. Six questions (d, f, h, i, i' k)

asked the respondent's attitude toward various aspects of the

fair play philosophy. Of the six questions three (d, h, i)

asked respondents a varíation of the three trtebb scale forced

ranking questions. The other three questions (f, i, k) also

asked about fair play concepts that the Webb scale does not

deal with. It was fett that by also measuring fair play

attitude on a Likert scale along the lines of Knoppers (1-989)

Game Orientation Scale would provide an independent measure to

check the lrlebb scale against "

Respondents were not told that the survey was exploring

fair play attitudes and the questions dealing with the subject

r^rere asked in matter of f act statements in order to not

prejudice respondent's anshlers" The results of the six

questions were added together and averaged to produce one

score labelled the attitude two score.

To establish the relÍability of the fair play attitude

scores the "parallel-forms" technique (Nachmias and

Nachmias,L987 ) was used. This technique uses two independent

measures of the same variable, the fair play attitude and

question seventeen, and then correlates the two measures to

obtain an estimate of reliability. Correlation analysis is
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used to measure the strength of the relationship between two

variables. Correlation analysis and a general Iinear models

procedure were done in order tO correlate the twO measures to

obtain an estimate of reliability.

To bríefly sum up this technique there are two results

which should be noted. First, in order to arrive at a

retiability score of .90 for the Webb Professionalizatíon

Sca1e, the Webb study had the luxury of being able to test and

then retest the scale of measurement. This study did not Lrave

such a luxury so it relied upon the "parallel-forms" technique

(Nachmias and Nachmias, 1987). This technique uses two

independent measures of the same variable and then correlates

the two measures, in this case fair play attitude and the

secondary attitude indicator, to obtain an estimate of

rel iabi I ity.

The second result of which to take note is the study

estimate of reliability of .64 of the fair play attitude.

This correlation coefficient shows there is a strong positive

correlatíon between the two measures. High Scores in one

measure wiII tend to be associated with high scores in the

other and vice versa. tìlith the parallel-forms technique the

problem lies in determining whether the two instruments used

to measure are parallel. The evaluation of the content of

each measurement is made on a judgmental basis. Hence, while
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the correlation of .64 is high it is not as high as what has

been reported by hlebb (1-969). However, it is felt that a fair

amount of confidence may be placed in this aS a measure of

respondent attitudes though some caution witl be exercised in

terms of interpreting the results.

B. Curriculum on Faír PIay åttitudes

Hypothesis one examined the impact of the Fair Play

curriculum upon respondent's Fair PIay Attitudes. To this end

the variables which were examined hrere; the number of years a

respondent had been taught the Fair PIay course; whether

respondents were able to give specific FaÍr Play ideals taught

in the course; and what other items and/or concepts

respondents remembered from the classes.

The first hypothesis suggests that the support materials

and techniques offered for teaching Fair Play have an impact

upon an individual's attitude toward playing fairly. In order

to find out if arì individual had been exposed to a Fair PIay

curriculum respondents were asked six specific questions about

Fair P1ay (questions 35-40). Question thirty-eight asked the

grades in which respondents had been taught the Fair PIay

program. The ansl¡ter would indicate the amount of exposure to

the program. The greater the amount of exposure should lead

to a greater knowledge of the subject.
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Questions thirty-nine and forty attempted to establísh

the extent of the respondents knowledge of the program"

Respondents were asked in question thirty-nine to give the

five main concepts of faír play and what they remembered most

about the classes on the subject. A respondents ability to

provide the ansr^Ier would indicate that the respondent knew

something of fair p1ay. The more correct answers gíven would

then be indicative of a greater knowledge of the subject.

This question could be an indicator of the impact of the

lectures/activities upon students .

Question forty asked respondents to answer with any

concept which pertained to the fair play classes. Any answer

which was associated with the classes l/vas accepted¡ âDY ans\^Ier

whiCh WaS nOt wAS Coded aS a "don't know" . The anSÌ^IerS

received would be indicative of the extent of knowledge on the

subject and could be compared to whether the respondent had

been exposed to the concepts. The answers given by

respondents would then be compared to those questions used to

determine respondents f air play attitudes. In this I^Iay any

correlation between the amount of knowledge of Faír Play and

a corresponding faír ptay attitude might be established.

C" Sigrnificant Others

examined the impact of resPondent
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significant others upon their Fair PIay Attitude. This

hypothesis posits that an individual's significant others have

an impact upon an individuals socialization toward a fair play

attitude. The significant others are those individuals who

have the greatest influence over an individual's participation

ín sport" The variables which were examined were the

perception a respondent had of how their mother, father,

friends, teammates, physical education teachers, and coaches

encouraged them to play when participating in sports. The

research also placed more emphasis on examining the role of

the coach. To this end the coach, as a significant other, was

explored independently from the others"

In order to establish the basic influence several of

these significant others have on the respondent to play fairly

six questions (LB-23) were asked. Each question corresponded

to a specific significant other, question eighteen to a

respondent'S physícal education teacher, nineteen to theír

father, twenty to their friends, twenty-one to their mother'

and twenty-two to their teammates. Question twenty-three

asked respondents about themselves. The questions r¡rere used

to determine if the influence of these significant others

encouraged the respondent to beat the other player or team, to

play the çJame fairly, or to play the game as well as they

could" The forced rank ordering of the answers, based on the

ûrlebb Professionalization Scale (ldebb 1-969:166) , would then
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help determine the influence of each specific significant

other. These orientation combinations appeared earlier in

Table 2.t.

The greatest interaction in sport occurs between the

individual and their coach. Thus, coaching styles and

differences in coaches should have an effect upon an

individual's fair play attitudes" This study uses two

polarized views of coaching styles or approaches. The first

is the "Lombardian" coaching style which teaches an attitude

of winning is everything, and the activity itself is secondary

to the outcome. The second style would reflect the Fair PIay

approach which believes that games and sport should be enjoyed

as pure fun, for the love of physical activity and the skills

involved. The belief is that the socialization of arl

individual's attitudes is dependent on their interaction wíth

and perception of their significant others. This

socialization process occurs between individuals and their

coaches during the course of aIl interaction between the two.

Hence, if a coach has a "Lombardian" approach to a sport it

v\rould fotlow that there is a good chance that those

individuals playing on that team may adopt such an attitude.

The same could be said for the Fair PIay attitude as well.

In order to explore the coach/player relationship three

primary questions were asked of respondents (questíons
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24,27,28). Question twenty-four determined whether or not

each respondent had a coach for any activity which they

participated in. Question twenty-seven tried to determine the

strength of the athtete/coach relationship. Respondents were

asked if they respected their coach, liked their coach,

disliked their coach, or had no respect for their coach.

These items were placed on a descending scale of four to one'

four indicating respect, three indicatíng like, two indicating

distike, and one indicating no respect. The strength of the

relationship is then indicated by the respondent's choice.

Respondents were asked this for aI1 their athletic coaches up

to a maximum of three.

Respondents were also asked to rate their coaches

perceived attitudes on a five-point scale where one was "not

at all important" and five was "very important". The

attitudes the respondents were asked to rate were how

important it was to the coach that his/her players beat the

other player or team, to play the game fairly, and to play as

well as they could. Depending on the strength of the

athlete/coach relationship, along with the athletes

perceptions of their coaches attitudes, and athletes fair play

attitudes it was felt that some correlation may be found as to

effects of this significant other"

The survey examined the athlete/coach relationship in
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more depth than those relationships with the remaining

significant others for one reason: to consider the

relationship between coach and athlete as the most influential

one in sport. Hence, it was felt that more depth was needed

from those questions which dealt with this relationship.

l¡lhiIe questions twenty-eight to thirty asked for essentially

the Same information aS eighteen to twenty-three, the

questions also examined how ímportant it was to the coach to

win, ptay fairly, or to have fun. By using this information

along with question twenty-seven, the athletes feelings toward

their coach, it was hoped some correlation might be

established between an athlete's feelings for a coach, the

athletes fair play attitude, and the perceived fair play

attitude of the coach.

The last significant other who may have had an effect

upon respondentrs attitudes toward Sport is the Sports hero.

Respondents were asked two questions (3,4). Question three

asked respondents if they had a hero and who it I^Ias, while

question four asked why that person hlas their hero. It i4tas

hoped that if the hero htas a role model/significant other

respondents would ansl^Ier aS tO why that person \¡¡aS theirs "

The reasons given would provide Some understanding aS to how

sports heroes may influence young athletes.
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D. Sports Part,iciPatíon

The third component hypothesis states that the Faír Play

attitude of an individual is impacted by the recreational or

competitive nature of the sports they choose to participate

in. This suggests that an attitude of fair play may occur in

games or sporting situations which are viewed as recreational

by the participants. It also suggests that once the game or

sport becomes competitive the attitude of faír play may be

suspended or constrained in favor of one which promotes self

or team gains, to the relative neglect of an opponents needs

or interests. Hence, this would propose that those who are

primarily involved in competitive sport will have less of a

sense of fair play that those prÍmarily involved in

recreational sport. In exploring this hypothesis the

variables rltrere; if a respondent participated in sports; the

amount of time spent participating; and the level of

competition.

In order to determine the competitive nature of sporting

activities respondents l^¡ere asked to describe their

participation habits in questions five to sixteen.

Respondents l¡¡ere asked in question nine if they engaged in

team or individual sports, and in question ten if the sports

they engaged in most of ten r^Iere recreational, casual, or

competitive. Question twelve asked how often during the week
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they participated in physical activities, while questÍon

fourteen asked how many years they had been doing their

favorite activities. Question sixteen asked why they chose to

do their favorite activities. The indicators for the majority

of these questions determined whether or not a respondent did

one thing over another " By examining the ans\^rers, one can

then determine the extent to which respondents could be seen

as competitive athletes or recreational athletes. The

respondent fair play attitudes could then be measured against

the level of competitiveness of a respondent's physical

activities for any correlation.

2"4 Data ColtrectÍon

My original intent was to test the three hypotheses in a

variety of grades and among dífferent age groups. However, a

project of this magnitude would have be too large and time

consuming. Consequently the project was scaled down.

A research proposal application form was submitted to

Winnipeg School Division No. 1 on February 28, 1992. The

research proposal requested access to three lrlinnipeg high

schools and a student sample size of approximately 180

students. The original three schools requested were Kelvin,

Gordon 8e11, and St. John's High Schools. These schools I¡Iere

chosen because Kelvin High School htas representative of a
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"middle class" area; Gordon BeIl High School was

representative of the core area; and St. John's High School

was representative of an area with a strong working class

background.

In May L992, the school board granted access to only two

high schools, St" John's High School, which had been in the

original proposal, and Grant Park High School. St. John's was

located in the "working class" area, while Grant Park was in

a "middle class" area.

The school division indicated that the sample could be

drawn from two high schools which represented a wide diversity

of social backgrounds among the student population. Access to

the student populations however, was limited by the respective

school principals and their choice of teachers whom they felt

had the most accommodating schedule and who would have a basic

understanding of the fair play program. These choices

dramatically affected the availability and size of classes

available for research.

In March of L993 the first set of students surveyed from

the sample were from St" John's High School in lrlinnipeg's

north end. The survey r^ras administered to three classes of

grade L0 students and upon final count the number of surveys

returned was l-11. The second set of students from the sample
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$rere f rom Grant Park High School in Ï¡linnipeg's south end. The

survey was administered to three classes of grade 10 students

of which aII 27 students responded to the questionnaire. The

small classes at Grant Park were the only ones made available

to survey for the research.

The students surveyed were given the option not to

participate if they felt for any reason they should not. The

final sample size for the survey was L38 students (n=138), and

aII those chosen completed the survey. This response

represented a survey completion rate of L00 percent" In view

of the limitations imposed upon selection of the sample it

should be noted that the sample size of 138 students has a 90

percent degree of confidence with a desired accuracy of

plus/minus 7 percent (Jones 64, L97t) " The composition of the

sample is shown in Table 2.2.

TABLE 2.2

Composition of the Sample by School and Sex

SchooI MaIe FemaIe Students

Grant Park

St. John's

L9

65

I
46

27

11_ 1

Total 54B4 1_38
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2.5 Preparing the Data for Analysis

Once the completed surveys hrere received they were then

coded. For the close-ended questions the answer code which

had already been developed were used" The answers for the

open-ended questions were examined. A list was made of all

answers for each of the open-ended questions, those answers

which were similar were collapsed into one category. Once

the coding for all the open-ended questions uras completed, the

code book was completed and coding of the surveys began. For

the complete code book please see Appendix C.

Each question was coded according to the scale which was

in place for that question. Questions which received no

response hrere coded as '0', '00', or 'NR', and those questions

which were deemed not applicable to a respondent due to
question ordering on the survey were coded '9' , '99', or 'NA'.

The no response and not applicable coding was dependent upon

the indicator scale used for each question. Once all surveys

were coded, the data was then entered into a file containing

the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) for analysis.

To insure that aIl data was correctly entered, the

complete data set showing missing values for each question and

each specific respondent was printed. Thís allowed the data

to be corrected to insure the data analysis would not be
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affected by incorrectly entered codes. Once the errors were

corrected a frequency distribution was run for aII questions

in order to get a preliminary idea and feel for the data. The

frequency distribution contained a break down of aII responses

to each question and presented it in the form of frequency,

percent, cumulative frequency, and cumulative percent. The

data was also run for the means and standard deviations for
all questions"

The next step was to take those questions which contained

"don't know", "not applicable", and rtno response" answers and

treat those cases as missing values. OnIy those questions in
which those responses did not impact on specific attitudes
were done. Those questions in which "don't know" was

considered a legitimate answer were not treated as missing

cases. A frequency distribution was run which gave the

results for each question as well as the number of missing

values for each question.

These frequencies were further divided into male/female

to examine any gender differences in the responses. The mean

and standard deviation was also run on the same questions with

a similar maler/female breakdown. In terms of data analysis

these breakdowns provide a positive starting point for
comparisons among specific groups. For those questions that
used the forced rankÍngs, and the four or five-point scales,
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comparisons of specific means between males and females could

be made, âs well as with each group to the overall sampte.

2 " 6 Testing the Three lly¡lotheses

The examination of the dependent variable of Fair PIay

attitude and it's relationship with the three hypotheses was

undertaken in a number of steps. The dependent variable and

the three independent variables were analyzed using regression

analysis" The General Linear Models procedure in Statistical
Analysis System (SAS) estimates and tests hypothesis about

Iinear models. A regressÍon procedure is used to study the

relationship between variables to learn if one variable can be

expressed in terms of another t ot to predict one or more

variables's values from another's values. This type of
analysis is used to account for changes in the dependent

variable. I¡lhat made this the most appropriate form of
analysis is this study has three component hypotheses or

independent variables. Hence, if a single independent

variable fails to account for most of the change in the

dependent variable, this type of analysis lets one examine the

impact of two or more independent variables.

First, the SAS General Linear Models or regression

procedure was used to examine the relationship between the

three independent variables and the dependent variable in the
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three hypotheses. Next, the same procedure was repeated

controrling for sex to fínd out if there were any significant
differences between the mare and femare respondents. The

individual r-squared varues for each independent variabre in
the overall model wilr reveal the contribution each made to
the overall model.

A" Testing Hlpothesis 1: Impact of Curriculu¡n on Fair ptay
Attitude

Regression will be used to establish if there is a

rerationship between the dependent variabre of Fair play

attitude and the independent variabre, the teaching of fair
pray in schoors. The anarysis wirr control for sex to see if
the curriculum produces any significant differences between

mare and femare respondents. The anarysis wirt arso examine

the individuar r-square varues for each variabre related to
the teaching of fair pray (ie" whether respondents have

received the Fair Pray course, how many grades in which they

were taught the course, and if they remember any of the

concepts or ideals which were taught in the course) in order

to determine the influence each one has within the independent

variable of curriculum.

B. Testing of Hlpothesis 2: Impact of Significant Others
upon Fair Play Attitude

establÍsh the basic influence of
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responder¡t's significant others on the dependent variabre of
Fair Pray Attitude a generar linear moders procedure wilr be

run. This regression procedure wiIl produce an r-value which

will herp estabrish the strength of the relationshÍp between

respondent Fair Play attitudes and aII of their signíficant
others. The procedure will also be done controlling for sex

to examine for any signifícant differences between male and

female respondents.

Further analysis will be done to establish the individual
influence each significant other may have on respondent Fair
PIay Attitude. An examination of aII perceived significant
other trlebb scale scores will be done which will allow for a

ranking of each significant other according to their influence

on respondents. Then a comparison of mean respondent Fair
Pray Attitude scores to those of mean significant other htebb

scale scores will be done.

Correlation analysis wiII also be used to compare the

perceived encouragement from significant others to respondent

Fair Play Attitudes in order to see if any relationship does

exist. This analysis will also be done controlling for sex.

A General Linear Models procedure wiII be used to further
establish any relationships between respondent Fair play

Attitudes and those attitudes respondents perceived of their
significant others. The regressíon analysis will look at the
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individuar contribution each significant other makes to the

overall influence of thÍs model as welr as the influence each

has within the male and female samples.

Since the Iiterature suggests that coaches have a

significant influence on one's attitudes on fair play, their
influence are examined separately. Not aII respondents

participate in sports which have coaches. OnIy those

respondents who have coaches are included in the analysis.

First correlation analysis is used to establish if there is
any relationship between respondent Fair PIay Attitudes and

those they perceive of their coaches.

To determine the influence of the coach within the

overarl model of significant others a comparison of all common

respondent significant others will be done between those

respondents who have coaches and those who do not" It is
hoped that this will help establish the magnitude of the

player/coach relationship. Multiple regression witl be used

to show if there is an increase or decrease in r-values when

coaches are included with all significant others.

The research will also try to examine how the coaches'

influence affects player/coach relationship. Respondents were

asked how they felt about their coaches, if they respected,

liked, disliked, or had no respect for each of the coaches
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they listed. A comparison will be made between the Fair play

attitude scores of those respondents who have a positive view

of their coach with those respondents who have a negative view

of their coach.

The infruence of the sports hero will then be examined

for this hlrpothesis which is that of the sports hero and these

resurts will arso be controrled for sex in order to see if
there are any significant differences between male and female

respondents.

c. Testing of Hy¡lothesis 3: rmpact of sports participation
upon Fair Play Ãttitude

The third hypothesis examines the impact of an

individual's sporting experiences on their Fair play Attitude.
Regression anarysis wirl be used. Again, the procedure wilr
be run on the entire sample and then again controrring for
sex. To investigate this moder further it wilr be broken down

into incrementar r-varues for the specific variabres of rëvèl

of competition, respondent participation in sports, and anl8unt

of participation per month. This wÍIr be done to exarnine the

specific infruence of each. An analysis of each variqÞIe wirl
þ,p {ene for samp|g and again for the male and f emale samptes "
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CÍT.APTER 3: ÐATA ANATVSTS

3.1 FATR PLAY ATTITT'DE

Of the 1-38 respondents t34 answered all the necessary

questíons needed to determine a respondent's fair play

attitude score. To establish the reliability of the

respondent's scores several secondary questions pertaining to
fair play r,rrere used to confirm the accuracy of the fair play

attitude scores. These secondary questions measured fair play

attitude using questions which determined a respondents

feelings toward various concepts of fair play. The questions

which were used were 17Ð, L7F, L7H, 77I, L7J, and l-7K. These

addÍtional questions provide a secondary indicator for a fair
play attitude. This study relied upon the "parallel-forms"
technique (Nachmias and Nachmias, 'L987 ) to determine

confidence in the reliability of the questions used to

establish overall Fair Play Attitude" This technique uses two

independent measures of the same variable and then correlates

the two measures, in thÍs case Fair PIay Attitude and the

secondary attitude indicator, to obtain an estimate of

reliability.

The correlation analysis between the dependent variable,

Fair Play Attitude, and the secondary attitude indicator
produced a value of 0.6L4 for the sample. When sex r^¡as

controlled for, the female sample had a correlation value of
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0.563 while the male sampre had a correlation varue of 0.64g.

The Fair pray Attitude scale in thís study has a

reriability of o.62 of the Fair ptay Attitude. The probrem

with the paraller-forms technique lies in determining whether

the two instruments used to measure are paraller. The

evaruation of the content of each measurement is made on a

judgmentar basis. Hence, whire thê correration of o.62 is
fairly high it is not as high as what has been reported by

webb (1969). However, it ís stirl felt that a fair amount of
confidence may be praced in this as a measure of respondent

attitudes though some caution will be exercised in terms of
interpreting the results.

The mean Fair Play Attitude score for the sampre was

3.67 out of a maximum of 6 (minimum of 1-). The mean Fair pray

Attítude score for the mare sample was 3.90 and the female

sample had a mean Fair play Attitude score of 3.35.

3"2 OVER.AT,t MODET,

Murtipre regression was used to test the effect of atl
the variables in the hypothesis on the dependent variabre of
respondent Fair Play Attitude scores. The result for the
Generar Linear Models (GtM) test provided an r-square varue of
0.397 for the sampre which u¡as significant. This suggests

that about 4oZ of the variation in the respondent attitudes
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can be explained using aIl
independent variables.

the questions entered as

when the overarr model hras controrl-ed for by sex the
resurts remained consistent. The femare sample had an r-
square varue of 0.355, this coef f icient rilras signif icant
suggesting that 35? of the variation in femare attitudes can

be explained using all the questions. The mare sampre, on the

other hand, produced an r-square varue of 0.489 which was also
statisticalry significant. The r-square varue of 0.499

suggests that armost 50? of the variation in mare attitudes
can be explained using arl the questions entered as

independent variables .

These resurts also suggest that exposure to the Fair pray

curricurum, their significant others, arong with their
sporting experiences may have some impact upon respondent fair
play attitudes. rt arso appears that these three variables
have a greater impact on male respondents than they do on

female respondents.

At this point it should be made crear that for this
study, the research has focused on the differences betweerr the

male and the femare sampres. rt tnras the anarysis of
male/femare differences which produced the most significant
resurts from the study. These differences may also alrow
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some insight ínto the different ways mares and femares are

treated within the sporting milieu. This is not meant to
discount the results which were produced for the total sample

whích will also be discussed.

3,3 HYPOTHESIS l-: The Impact of Curriculum on Fair play
Atti.tude"

Hypothesis one was to determine whether or not the Fair
Pray curriculum had an impact upon the attitudes of chirdren.
To this end severar questions rnrere asked on the survey to
determine the extent of a chird's exposure to the curriculum
and whether or not the curricurum may have had an impact upon

the child. The three main questions in this section examined

years of Fair Play course experience, respondent knowledge

about specific items of the course, and generar respondent

knowledge about the course.

rn order to determine if any rerationship existed at arl
between respondent Fair Pray attitude and exposure to
curricurum a Generar Linear Moders (GtM) procedure was run.

The procedure produced a r-square varue for the sampre of
0.002 at a 0.05 level of significance" This suggests that
there is a rerationship between the dependent variabre of
attitude and the independent variable of curriculum. However,

in spite of this significance, the result is so smalr that
practicarly speaking it is of no importance. controrling for
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sex produced no different resurts between the two variabres.
A brief examination of the survey questions devoted to

this hypothesis show that 51å of respondents had received some

form of the Fair Pray course. I¡lhíle L7Z of respondents had

not had the course, 30? did not know if they'd had the course.

Those respondents who had received the course had been taught

in at least one grade leve1 with 18å having received it in
seven successive grades.

However, having received the course üras no guarantee that
a respondent learned anything about the concepts rerated to
fair play. Of the respondents who answered the survey only

242 of the sample respondents were able to provide any

information on the Fair Play ideats taught in the program.

Only L4e" of respondents were able to give an answer when asked

to remember any concepts at all from the Fair play classes.

These concepts are those general varues which may result from

having been exposed to the five ideats. For example, the

first ideal of Fair PIay is "respect the rules". As a concept

respondents have said such things as "don't cheat", ',go by the

ru1es", and "play fair no matter what". Yet only twenty

respondents could provide any answer.

Generally all respondents, whether they possessed a fair
play attitude or a play to win attitude, were unable to give

any of the concepts. The number of years of exposure in
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receiving the course also had no specific pattern and no

impact. Years of experience was not a determinant of a Fair
Play Attitude.

If the survey results are any indícation, it appears

that chirdren do not retain the knowledge taught in crass.

one wonders if they view t.he crasses as a break from the

tedium of other crassroom work or as just another tedious
class to sit through. or they may recognize the idears and

concepts as something which may not be relevant to them or as

something which does not always work in the rear worrd.

3"4 ItrPOTIIESIS 2z The Inpact of Sígn5.ficant Others on
Respondent Fair play Attitude"

Hypothesis two states that an individual's significant
others have an impact upon an individuaU s socialization
toward a fair play attitude. As with hypothesis one, a

generar linear models procedure úvas run between the dependent

variabre of Fair Play Attitude and the questions which

examined significant others (Table 3.0).
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Table 3.0
Regression Analysis of
Significant Others Model

R-Square

SampIe
(n=138 ) .301-*

MaIes
( n=84 ) f .369*

Females
( n=54 ) .244,v

* significant at the 0.05 level or higher

The GLM procedure produced an r-square value of 0.301 for
the sampre which was significant. v,Ihem sex is controlred,
using this procedure produced an r-square varue of 0.244 for
the femare sample. rt arso produced an r-square value of
0.369 for the male sample. Both mare and femare coefficients
were significant" These results seem to suggest there is a

relationship between respondents and their significant others
which requires further investigation.

Next, T examined the perceived infruence of each

significant other. The significant others were rank ordered
in terms of how much perceived influence they exerted on

respondents to play fairly, ptay their bestr or pray to wÍn.
The preliminary resurts show that respondent's see their peers

as those significant others who want them to play to win.
Respondents view their physicar education teachers as the
person who emphasizes skill and see their mothers emphasizj-ng
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fair play. Table 3. L ilrustrates the ranking of al1
significant others in terms of perceived influence,

Table 3.1-
Ranking of Significant Others for Fair play
influence on respondent perceptions based

on hJebb Scale assigned rankings

Ranking Play to win Play one's best Play fairly
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Teammates
Friends
Father
Mother
P.E. Teacher

P.E. Teacher
Mother
Father
Friends
Teammates

Mother
P.E. Teacher
Father
Friends
Teammates

A comparison of respondent mean Fair play Attitudes and

significant other mean ldebb score attitudes was done in order
to determine if any similarities existed. Table 3.2 disprays
those means"

Table 3.2
comparison of Respondent mean Fair pray Attitudes
and significant others perceived [rlebb scare scores

Teacher Father Friends Mother Teammates

Males
(n=84 )
3.90* 2.58 3.58 4.84 2 "51 4.70

Females
( n=54 )
3.35* 2.42 2.80 4.37 2.6L 4.96

Sample
(n=138 )
3.67* 2.52 3.29 4 .65 2.55 4. B0

* Male and female scores calcurated using the Fair play
Attitude scores while significant others scores calculated
using hiebb Scale assígned rankings (min score !, max 6)"
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The mean scores of the male sample and the female sample

were slightly different" The male sample is higher at 3.90

than the female sample score of 3.35. This suggests that the

male sample has a greater tendency toward a play to win

attitude than does the female sample. However, these results
also suggest that male and female respondents both place the

emphasis on playing as well as they can over winning and

playing fairly. As well, the majority of respondent's

sígnificant others encourage them to play their best. This is
reflected in the fact that no significant others have a hlebb

score of 5 or higher.

Respondent's physical education teachers, and mothers

appear to encourage fair play with low hlebb scale scores,

recalling that the minimum score is 1- while the maximum score

is 6. It also appears that respondent's fathers encourage

them to play as well as they can with a medium lrlebb scale

scores. The perceived mean scores of respondent's teammates

and friends were high on the lùebb scale. It would appear that
a respondent's peers encourage them to play as well as they

can. However, these scores also suggest that respondent's

peers place winning above fair play when playing a game more

often than the other significant others.

Correlation analysis r^¡as then used to compare the

perceived encouragement from significant others to
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respondentrs Fair PIay Attitudes in order to see if any

possible rerationships did exist. Table 3.3 is a sunì.mary of
those results.

Table 3.3
Correlation Analysis of Respondent Fair play Attitude

and Perceived Attitudes of Significant Others

Mother Teammates ll

.258 .340 .464

. L01- .422 l.zAt
I

| .307 | .340

This analysis shows that as a sample, respondent Fair
Pray attitudes correlate closest to those encouraged by their
fathers. As well, the analysis shows that the sample has the

lowest correlation with their physicar educatíon teacher.

When sex is controlled, the analysis shows that male

respondent's Fair Play Attitude correlates closest to the one

they perceive is encouraged by their teamrnates, while female

respondent's correlate highest with the attitude they perceive

is encouraged by their fathers.

In order to see which

influential upon the respondents

results for the sample produced

signif icant other r^ras most

a GLM procedure was done. The

the largest r-square value of

Phys. Ed.
Teacher Father Friends

MaIes
(n=84 )

lFemales ll . 298 .306 | .1_91
(n=54 )

SampIe
( n=138 )
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0.1-78 which was statistically significant for the significant
other of father. This would also be consistent with the

correration analysis which produced the highest correlation
between the two variabres. Tabre 3.4 reflects the individuar
r-square value of each significant other in the entire sample

(n=1-38) along with both the male and female samples.

Table 3.4
R-Square values for Individual

Significant Others

hlhen sex was controlled, the female sample showed the

greatest infruence from their fathers with an r-squared varue

of 0. L66. This was consistent with the correlation analysis

which produced the highest correlation between the two

variables. rt r^Tas arso consistent with the resurts for the

entire sample which produced similar results between with the

same significant other variable of father. Female respondents

mothers did produce the next highest r-square value of only

Significant
Others

SampIe
(n=138 )

MaIes
(n=84 )

Females
(n=54 )

R-SQ I Est

.089 | .248.01 l .083
Phys. Ed.
Teacher .00001

Father .1_66* | .251,

Friends .066 | .199

Teammates ll .1L5*

rk signif icant at the 0.05 level or higher
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0.094 suggesting that they have limited influence on their
daughters faír play attitudes.

The male sample, on the other hand, showed that they most

crosery correrated with the perception they have of their
teammates. The regression procedure produced an r-squared

value of 0.2L5 which was significant" This suggests that
males prace a greater emphasis on and were infruenced by the

opinions of their teammates. However, like their femare

counterparts, they arso produced a comparative significant r-
square varue of 0.15L with their fathers. Also, rike femare

respondents, males did show some influence from their mothers

as a significant other, though the influence was not as strong
as that of theír fathers or teammates. However, it should be

noted that mother's influence on males was greater than

mother's influence on females.

rt shourd also be noted that the physicar education

teacher, ãs a significant other, had a very row correration
with respondent Fair Play Attitude scores. This suggests that
respondents perceive their physicar education teachers fair
pray attitude to be quite different than that of their own.

As was seen earlier, respondents view their physÍcat education

teacher as having a hígh fair play attitude, while respondents

tend toward an attitude on which the emphasis is praying one's

best. This perception, arong with the fact that it is usually
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the physical education teacher who is most rikery to teach

about fair play, may be one of the reasons for respondents

poor showing on the questions related to curriculum.

Though the analysis has attempted to deal with aI1

respondent significant others it arso recognizes that many

respondents may not share the same significant others. one

significant other who may have a great impact upon a person's

fair pray attitude is the coach. The riterature has posited

that the coaches influence as a sociarization agent may also
depend on the nature of the prayer-coach relationship. since
the literature has demonstrated the importance of the coach,

the coach as a significant other wirr be explored

independently.

rt was realized that there wourd be those respondents who

participate in organized sports which did not invorve coaches.

The survey did attempt to establish if respondents played

sports that involved having coaches. Respondents r^rere asked

how many sports in which they participated had coaches. Those

respondents (n=84) were invorved with a totat number of 195

coaches. Those who participated in sports without coaches

were excluded.

In the total sample there hrere 84 respondents who had

at least one coach, 63 with two coaches, and 38 respondents
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who were invorved with three coaches. There Ì^rere 53 males

invorved with one coach, 42 wi-t}:' two coaches, and 23 males who

had three coaches. Thirty-one of the femare respondents had

one coach, 2t had two, and 1-5 femares had three coaches.

Earlier results demonstrated that both male and femare

respondents Fair Pray attitudes tend toward an attitude of
praying one's best or pracing the emphasis on skirr. [rthen the

mean hlebb score was calcurated for coaches it was z.B7 out of
a maximum of 6 for the sample (n=84) of those who had coaches.

Mare respondents who had coaches, those coaches had a mean

L{ebb score of 2.94 while female respondents coaches produced

a mean l¡Jebb score of 2.75. These mean vrlebb scores show is
that respondents perceive the attitude of their coaches as one

which encourages them to pray as werl as they can with
secondary emphasis on playing fairly.

Correlation analysis and

used to determine if there

respondent Fair Play attitudes
of their coaches. I¡lhen those

coaches were eliminated from

following results in Tab1e 3.5

regression analysis were both

was any relationship between

and those attitudes perceived

respondents who did not have

the correlation analysis the

were produced;
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Table 3.5
correlation Anarysis of Respondent Fair pray Attitudes

and their Perceived Encouragement from Coaches

Table 3.5 shows that there is a row correration between

respondent Fair Pray attitudes and those attitudes they
perceive from their coaches. The sample as a whore has a low

correration with arr the coaches. The male sample has a

srightry higher correration to their coaches than does the

entire sampre. Female respondents showed almost no

correlation at arl between their attitudes and those they
perceived of their coaches.

Those respondents who had coaches were next compared to
those who did not by examining the overarl infruence of arr
significant others excruding coaches. A GLM procedure was

done for each group in order to see if there were any

differences in those significant others who were common to
each group. Table 3.6 reflects the results;
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Table 3.6
Comparison of R-Square Values between
Respondents Common Significant Others

excluding Coaches

hllout Coaches ÌnllCoaches

R-SQUARE R-SQUARE

Males .67L*
(n=31)

.351*
( n=53 )

Females .520*
(n=23 )

.492r,
(n=31- )

Sample .346r,
(n=54 )

.330*
( n=84 )ti

*significant at the 0.05 level or higher

Inlhen both groups are examined for common signif icant
others, the group who is not invol-ved with coaches has

significantly higher R-square varues for not onry the entire
group but male and femare sampres as werr. Mares who do not
have coaches produce a r-square value of 0.67L. This suggests

that 672 of male respondent Fair play attitudes can be

exprained by those perceived attitudes of their significant
others. Femare respondents who did not include coaches in
their infruentiar significant others are arso strongry
infruenced to the point of accounting for s2Z of femare Fair
Play attitudes.

The possibre expranation for this is that the respondent

sampre which has no interaction with coaches places a greater

emphasis on the other primary rerationships in which they are
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involved. Hence, the infruence from those significant others
may be stronger because there is ress competition for
respondents time. rn turn, those respondents who do interact
with coaches as significant others have rower r-square varues

due to the fact that the coaches infruence has been removed.

Hence, coaches may increase the overall influence of
significant others as a group due to their perceived

influence.

hlhen coaches are incruded with art other significant
others in the GLM procedure, the R-square value for alr
significant others increases significantly. However, these

increases do not raise the significant others influence to the
revel of the group who have no interaction with coaches.

Table 3.7 shows the results;

Table 3.7
Comparison of Respondents with Coaches
R-Square values when Coaches are both

excluded and included

Coaches Excluded Coaches Included

R_SQUARE R_SQUARE

MaIes
(n=53 )

Females
(n=31)

Sample ll .330*
(n=84 )

*significant at the 0.05 level or higher
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The results in Tabre 3.7 suggest that when respondents

have a coach as a significant other, the coach's infruence
does contribute to the overarr influence by atl of the

significant others on the respondent. ThÍs contribution to
the overalr influence is especiarty strong for the mare sample

(n=53) where including the coach's infruence produced an r-
square value of 0.406. This suggests that the coach is an

integral member of the mare sample's signíficant others. rt
appears that the coach has armost no effect on the overarr
influence of significant others as a group on female

respondents.

rn order to estabrish the magnitude of the infruence
praced on respondents by their coaches a GLM procedure was run

for arr significant others for those respondents who r^rere

Ínvorved with coaches as well as those who were not. Tabre

3.8 shows the results;
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Table 3. B
R-square values for

Individual Significant Others
with and without Coaches

Significant
Other

with
coach 

I

(n=23 ) |

I coach
| (n=Ba ) |

.o29 L24r" | .0004
P.E Teacher

The mare sampre (n=53) who incrude coaches with their
significant others is infruenced most by their fathers. This
influence hras closery forrowed by that of teammates and

friends. However, when referring to Tabre 3.8, none of these

significant others has a rarge amount of influence. Males

correl-ated with their fathers who may be the primary reason

w/o
coach
(n=31)

with
coach
(n=53 )

w/o with
coach
(n=3i- )

w/o
coach
( n=54 )

Males ll Females

.o7L I .004 ll .1-58*

Estl.25L l-.0004 .364r' | .L29

Father
.LOz | .215*

269* I "268* .255 | .249* .257* I .279*

.o42 [ .095*

Est | .010 266,k ll . rgz* I .083 1_35 | .213*

Rsql .453* .00L l .236*'

Teammates

Coaches

.425,k I . 153*

*significant at the 0.05 level or higher
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for their originar sports participation. The infruence of
mare respondent's teammates, in those sports which have

coaches, flây be somewhat infruentiar over those attitudes
particurar to sport because they may also be friends.
However, other friends may not necessariry be teammates. This

wourd explain why teammates have a srightly larger perceived

infLuence. rn this case, those respondents with coaches, who

pray organized sports, neither friends nor teammate attitudes
are more influentiar than the others. rt should arso be noted

that this group arso had no significant infruence from their
coaches.

similarly, those mare respondents without coaches are

arso influenced almost to the same amount by their fathers.
Likewise, this group was also influenced by their teammates.

However, the infruence of teammates on those respondents

without coaches hras extremery strong. This relationship
produced an r-square varue of o.425 which hras significant.
This may exprain why for those mare respondents who do not
participate in highly organized sports teammates may be most

Ínfruentiar on attitude because this may be the onry d.irect
contact during informal sports. Hence, the sports attitude
becomes the one shared with teammates during sporting
activities. surprisingry, for thís group of respondents,

their friends had no infruence on their Fair play attítudes at
all.
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one signíficant other who had a great amount of influence
on this group was their mother" This group produced a
significant r-square varue for their mother of 0.453. This

suggests that 45eo of this groups Fair Pray attitude can be

accounted for by the perceived lrlebb score attitude of their
mothers. trlhile this shows that this groups mother has a

profound effect on their sports attitudes the onry explanation
that this study can put forth is the influence of the mother

as primary care giver.

Those femare respondents who had coaches (n=31) had the

highest r-square values with their mothers, fathers, their
teammates. The femare respondents who did have coaches had

high r-square varues with their mothers suggesting that they

may be a primary influence over femare attitudes toward sport.
one possibre explanation for this might be that those femares

who participate in sports organized enough to have coaches may

be infruenced by a mother who may have had similar experiences

and thus encouraged them for their daughters. This female

sampre arso had a high r-square varues with their fathers in
direct contrast to those femare respondents who did not
participate in coached sports. Fathers arso produced a
srightry smarler r-square value to that of mothers and. may

function in much the same as they do for males by encouraging

their daughters to participate in sports. Teammates r/,rere also
an infruence and may work in much the same way for femares as
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they do for males. Again, rike their mare counterparts,
femares who had coaches did not receive any infruence from

them as an indivíduat significant other.

one interesting result appears in the femare sampre

(n=23) of those respondents without coaches. The highest r-
square value between Fair PIay Attitude and significant others
r^ras produced by the signif icant others physicar Education

teacher and friends whire the r-square value for respondent's

mothers was insignificant at 0.001. rn this case the physical

Education teacher may be the closest substitute for a primary

sporting infruence that these respondents have" Hence, these

respondents may then take their attitudes toward sports from

their Physical Education teacher. These respondents may arso

adopt those attitudes toward sports from their friends. These

femare respondents may be influenced by the attitudes of their
friends in that these are the significant others with whom

they engage in informal sporting activities.

Respondents were arso asked how they fett about their
coaches, if they respected, liked, disliked, or had no respect

for each coach of the sport(s) they had risted. Tabre 3.9

gives a sunmary of those results.
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Table 3.9
Respondent Views of Coach

Respect Like DisI ike No Respect
| 
# coaches

MaIes
(n=52 )

59
(s4u)

34
(31U)

'1,2

( l-1_3 )

5
(42)

1L0

Females
(n=31)

31
(462)

34
(s1?)

2
(3?)

0 67

Total 90
(51å)

68
(38å)

L4
(B?)

5
(3?)

L77

As the tabre shows the majority (5i.u) of respondents

respect their coach or coaches while another 3BU said they

liked their coach. The fact that 89å of these respondents

have what would seem to be positive rerationship with their
coaches may suggest that the coach has some influence. one

other resurt to note is that femares appear to like and

respect their coaches more than mares do" Ninety-seven

percent of the femares ferl into this category as compared to
85? of ma1es. Conversely, more males, LíZ, did not like
and/or did not respect their coaches as compared to only 3Z of
females.

The overall results suggest that the majority of
respondents have a positive relationship with their coaches.

These resurts, when examined along with the attributed
Attitude scoresr ßây again make a case for the suggestion that
coaches by asking their athletes to pray their best may herp

to instill the same attitude in their athletes. However,
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whire some of the previous resurts may support this the
coaches infruence as an individuar significant other may be

tenuous at best.

The influence of one rast signifícant other was deart
with by the survey and that was the sports hero. Respondents

r^rere asked to name their favorite sports figure and then to
terr why it was they chose him or her. The resurts of this
exercíse yielded some inconclusive evidence about the role and

influence of sports heroes. Because the nature of the
anarysis is insignificant, the resurts, for those who are
interested, are discussed in Appendix A.

3"5 IfYPorHEsrs 3: The rnpact of sports participation on aFair Play Attitude"

The third and finar hypothesis examined the impact of an

individual's sporting experiences on their fair pray attitude.
These questions examined participation in and out of school,
lever of competitiveness of the sports, and the amount of time
spent participating in the sports.

Again, the GLM procedure was used to measure the moder.

The procedure was run on the entire sampre, and then was d.one

controlring for sex. Tabre 3.10 ilrustrates the results:
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Table 3.10
Regression Analysis for
Fair Play Attitude and

Sports Participation ModeI

The prerimÍnary resurts from the initiar r-square
procedure suggested that there was no relationship between the
sampre's Fair Pray attitude and their rever of sports
participation. This resurt arso held true for the mare

sampre. However, the femare sampre did show that there hras a

smarr correlation between female Fair pray attitude and their
sports participation. rn order to investigate this further,
the moder was broken down into individuar r-square values for
specifíc varíables to see the infruence each one had.

t¡rlhen this model was broken down into individuar r-square
varues, the resurts h¡ere not significant in any r^ray for the
entire sample. The r-square varues for all the variabres
decreased and did not become significant factors by themselves

as illustrated in Table 3.1i-. This suggested that sports
participation does not have a large infruence upon respondents

Fair Pray attitudes insofar as praying sports does not deverop

attitudes. This resurt also holds for the male sampre which

differs very littre from the entire sample. There is,

SamplelMaleslFemales
(n=115)l (n=78)l (n=37)

.ozt I .01L

*significant at the 0.05 level or higher
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however, a large change in the r-square value of female

respondents. ülhat becomes apparent for femares is that the
relationship between Fair Pray attitude and participation was

infruenced by the rever of competition they participated in.
The femare sampre had an r-square varue of 0.j_38 whire the
male sampre had an r-square varue of o.o2z. The r-square
values for all other varÍables also rose, though not high
enough to become a significant factor by themserves (see Table

3.11_).

Table 3.l_L
Individual Regression Analysis

of Fair Play Attitude and
Sports Participation variables

MaIes
(n=78 )

Females
( n=37 )

The r-square varue of 0.L37 suggests that femares Fair
Pray attitudes are more infruenced by their rever of
competition of the sports they participate in. This suggests

that either femares attitudes become very competition specific
when engaged in different levels of sport. The resurts also

Level of
Competition

Participation Amt
Per

of Participation
Month

.00s | .009Sample
(n=1-1_5 )

.082 ll .OOz l.roo

.068 ll .003 .003 I -.008
I

.o42 I .398 .03s | .02L

*signÍficant at the 0.05 leve1 or higher
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suggests that mare attitudes are not infLuenced by rever of
competition, participation, and amount of participation. rt
r¡ras also discussed earrier that male respondents attitudes
refrected those attitudes they attributed to their fathers,
friends, and teammates while female attitudes reflected those

attributed to their mothers, fathers and teammates. These

significant others courd impact in very different ways upon

the two sexes and their attitudes in regards to their
participation.

Mare Fair Pray attitudes may not come from participation
itserf but from their fellow participants, such as teammates

and friends. Their attítudes may be infruenced more by the

amount of exposure to the prevairing attitudes of significant
others in the due course of competition. Hence, the more a
male competes and prays sports the more he is exposed to those

attitudes herd by friends and teammates, the more he adopts

those attitudes. Femaresr on the other hand, may not have as

great an exposure to these attitudes from teammates or
friends. However, once competition begins may adopt an

attitude suitable for the lever of competition which may or
may not come as a result of the mare influence in the form of
fathers and coaches. This may explain why female attitudes
correlate with the level of competition.
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CHAPTER 4; ST,MMARV and CONCTUSTONS

4 "L The Study

This study examined if the curriculum-based approach of

using Ínformational and educational support materÍa1s has

succeeded in changing children's attitudes about playing

fairly. It also tried to determine the impact a respondent's

significant others and sports particÍpation have on

influencing a respondent's fair play attitudes. To

investigate the effect these three variables on respondents'

attitudes a forty-two question survey was developed. The

questionnaire contained both closed-ended and open-ended

questions about attitudes toward sport and physical

participation.

One hundred and thirty-eíght students at St. Johns and

Grant Park high schools were surveyed between March and June

of t993. There were eighty-four male respondents and fifty-
four female students in the sample. Five questions were used

to establish each respondent's faír play attitude" The five
questions were added together and then averaged to provide a

Fair Play attitude score for each respondent. In order to

establish the reliabilÍty of the Fair PIay attitude scores the

"parallel-forms" technique b/as utilized. This technÍque uses

two independent measures of the Fair Play attítude and then
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correlates the two measures, this provides an estimate of
reliabi t ity.

Once respondent's Fair Play attitudes Ì^rere validated the

research used murtipre regression to establish the influence

of the overall model¡ ôs well as the three independent

variables upon the dependent variable of Fair play attitude"

4.2 The Findings

Initially, the research used multiple regression to test
the effect of arr variables in the hypothesis on the dependent

variable of Fair Play attitude" The result provided an r-
square value of .397 for the sample (n=138) at a .05 1evel of
significance. This showed that approximately 4OZ of
respondent fair play attitudes can be explained using all
three independent variables. Inihen the overall model sex was

controlled the r-square value decreased to .355 for the female

sample (n=54). However, the male sample (n=84) r-square value

increased sígnificantly to .489. Both the male and female r-
square values were significant at the .05 level. These

results suggested that either one, two, or all three

independent variables have an effect on respondent Fair PIay

attitudes. These results also suggested that the independent

variables have a greater effect on male respondent,s fair play

attitudes than on female respondent's fair play attitudes.
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The research then examined each independent variable
separately. The first independent variabre was to determine

whether or not the Fair Pray curricurum had an impact upon

respondent Fair Pray attitudes. The resurts showed that at
]east fifty-one percent (n=71) of respondents had received

some form of the Fair Play curriculum. A regression procedure

produced an insignificant r-square value for the sample

(n=1-38) of .002. This suggested that no relationship existed
between the two variabLes.

The analysis also showed that those respondents who had

been exposed to the curricurum had not necessariry gained any

knowredge from it. Respondent's abirities to name concepts

and ideals from the curriculum were poor, ât best. OnIy

twenty-four percent (n=33) were able to give any idears and

only fourteen percent (n=ZO) were able to give any general

concepts. There was no correlation between a respondent's

ability to name concepts and ideals and their Fair play

attitude. There was arso no relationship between the number

of years of Fair Play curriculum experience and Fair play

attitude. As weIl, there r^ras no relatíonship between a

respondent's abirity to name concepts and ideals and the

number of years of Fair Play curriculum experience.

The fíndings for the Fair Play curriculum, may however,

not give the entire picture of the effect of curriculum on
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respondent attitudes" one probrem which could be considered

Ís the survey questions may not measure the effect of the

curriculum. The survey does establish that respondents have

or have not had the course as werr as the number of grades in
which they úrere taught the course. However, asking
respondents to give the five idears of Fair play or what they
remember most about the crasses may not entirery estabrish the
effect of the curricurum on attitude" These resurts may give

a better indication of classroom rearning among respondents Ín
a school context but not in a sporting one.

The study also explored the impact of a respondent's

significant others perceived attitudes upon those of the
respondent's fair play attitude. using regression, the
rerationship of indivÍduat's significant others and one's fair
play attitude produced significant resurts; an r-square value

of .244 f.or the female sample (n=54) and an r-square varue for
the mare sample (n=84) of .369, both coefficients were

significant. These results seem to suggest that there is a

rerationship between an individua| s fair play attitude and

the perceived attitudes of their significant others. The data

showed that for male respondents teammates and their fathers
have the greatest influence. However, for female respondents

the greatest influence comes from their fathers.

The research examined the influence of
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independentry from other significant indÍviduars because it
was felt that the coach may have a greater impact upon the

fair pray attitudes of respondents. correration anarysis
showed that the male sampre (n=53) had a moderate correlation
with their coaches the femare sample (n=31) had no correration
with their coaches.

Regression r^ras used to establish the strength of the

relationship between respondents and their coaches. The mare

and female respondents who had coaches were then compared to
those who did not. The comparison showed that for the conrmon

significant others the group which hras not involved with
coaches had higher r-square val-ues. Both groups produced

significant r-square values, however, the group which was not
involved with coaches had a varue of .346 at the .05 lever.
The group with coaches produced a value of .330 at the .05

lever. Lrlhen coaches were included with al1 signif icant
others, the r-square varues for the male and female samples

increased significantly. Mares increased moderatery from an

r-square value .351 to .406 while females increased negrigibly
from .492 to .495 at the .05 revel. These results would

suggest that the coach's influence does contribute to the

overall influence of all significant others.

This relationship was explored further using regression

anarysis. rt was found that the r-square varues between mare
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respondents and their coaches as well as female respondents

and their coaches hrere insignificant.

[úith this in mind, the amount of influence a coach had. on

respondents was then compared to the amount of influence other

significant others had on respondents. This was done for two

reasons; one, to see if the coach r¡ras a signif icant
contributor toward a fair pfay attitude; and two, to examine

which sígnificant others contributed the most influence on

those respondents without coaches. The research found that
for those males who had coaches, the coach was not the most

infruentÍar contributor, but that they were most influenced by

their f athers. Those males without coaches r^rere most

ínfluenced by their mothers and teammates in those sports

which did not have coaches.

Those females respondents who had coaches were most

influenced by their mothers and fathers. It shoutd also be

noted that these female respondents rnrere also influenced by

their teammates. The female respondents who participated in
sports that did not include coaches were most influenced by

their physical education teachers, and then their friends.
One similarity all female respondents shared t,tras that each

group r^ras inf luenced by their f athers. This suggests that
both groups fair play attitudes may be somewhat influenced by

the attitudes of their fathers regardless of participation in
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sports involving coaches.

Respondents who had coaches were also asked how they felt

about their coaches in terms of respect, disrespect, Iiking

them, or disliking them. The majority of respondents (512)

said they respected their coach or coaches urhile another 3gz

stated they liked their coach or coaches. This suggests thàt
a positive relationship existed between these respondents and

their coaches. Though this was not reflected in the

individual R-square values between respondents and coaches

this influence may account for the rise in R-square values

when coaches are íncluded with the influence of aIl

significant others. When these results r,rrere examined along

with the attríbuted attitude scores the suggestion could be

made that coaches, by asking their athletes to play their

bestr ßêy be able to instill this attitude in their athletes

due to the respect which is given them.

The third hypothesis examined the impact of an

individual's sporting experiences upon their fair play

attÍtudes. Preliminary results from regression analysís

proved insignificant suggesting that there was no relationship

between sports participation and respondent's fair play

attitudes. However, when the sample was controlled for by

sex, the male sample changed very littIe but there was a large

change in the female sample, from an r-square value of .021 to
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a val-ue of .1,67, which made the coefficient significant.

The changes which occurred for female respondents ürere

produced in the relationship between the respondent's fair
play attitude and their sports participation. As the leve1 of
competition increased, female respondents fair play attitudes
moved closer toward the attitude of playing to win. This

relationship between the two variables suggests that female

respondent's fair play attÍtudes may become very competition

specific when engaged in sports" The higher the level of

competition, the more the fair play attitude moves toward a

winning orientation. MaIe fair play attitudes, on the other

hand, seem to remain constant regardless of the competitive

nature of the sports participated in.

4 " 3 COI{CTUSTONS

hlhat can be concluded about the affect of Fair Play

classes, the influence of significant others, and a child's
sports partícipation on their fair play attitude? It ís known

that children are taught ideals, concepts, and rules of sports

etiquette, but they do not retain much of this knowledge. The

results of the survey confirm this. The mean fair play

attitude scores for the sample (n=138) reflected this apparent

apathy on the part of respondents to the Fair PIay curriculum.

The mean fair play attitude scores for the entire sample, the
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male sample, and the female sample all place the emphasis on

skitl before winning or fair pIay"

hlith the emphasis being placed on skitl in sports, fair
play now becomes secondary. By prioritizíng what is important

in sports in terms of skitl, winning, and fair play,

respondents seem to transfer this attitude to the classes and

teachings on Fair Play instead of the other way around.

Hence, in the student's eyes, the classes are secondary,

unimportant, or irrelevant to sports. This perceived lack of
relevance to sports is why respondents assign a low priority
to the class as a learning experience. This results in a

general apathy toward tryíng to learn about Fair PIay. This

view would tend to support the literature in terms of
learning. As üras discussed, play allows those involved to
test the boundaries of the giame and the relationships which

the game produces. hlhat the Fair PIay classes lack would be

the context of the game which would allow those involved to
test the boundaries they have been taught.

If this is the case, the classes and giames which are

meant to become a learning experience now become little more

than a break from the tedium of other classes, or just another

tedious class to go through. The results obtained from this
research suggest one would be safe in concluding that the Fair
PIay program, as it stands for class room teaching within the
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present curriculum, does not instill an understanding of fair
play nor does it apparently affectively change or instill a

Fair play attitude.

The data did show that there was a relationship between

a respondent's fair play attitude and the perceived attitudes
of their significant others. It also suggested that there is
a great deal of influence from many significant others as

opposed to just one or two. Early results suggested that
respondent's perception of what their significant others

expected from them in terms of fair play went from playing

fairly to playing to win.

One conclusion which may be drawn from these results
confirms what is in the literature. A child's most

influential significant others are their fathers and mothers.

Both Staniford (1981-) and McPherson (1983) argue that children
first identify their status and learn elements of their social
world within the family. Using regression analysis to examíne

the contributed r-square values for each of the significant
others, the sample showed that fathers and mothers were the

most influential significant others.

However, âs the literature pointed out, sports also

inculcates norms, mores, and beliefs. It does this by

rewarding or punishing to reinforce desirable behavior as well
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as providing individuars with concrete exampres of moder or

desirable behavior. The social unit which integrates the

individual and reinforces their behavior is the team

( stevenson and Nixon, t97 4) . \¡Ihen sex was controlled,
teammates were the one of the most influentiar significant
other for mares both with and without coaches. Fathers and

then mothers also influenced those respondents with coaches

while those male respondents without coaches had their mother

as their primary infruence folrowed by their teammates. For

females, theír fathers remained as the most infruential
significant other followed by theír mothers. Teammates hrere

a moderate influence on those female respondents who

participated in sports involving coaches whereas friends were

the influence on those who did not have coaches.

hlhile fathers and mothers do have a significant influence

on the male respondent's fair play attitude, team¡nates

produced the highest significant r-square value of .2t5. It
seems that for this age group (1-5 to 17 years), peer pressure

in sports has a greater influence on males than do their
parents. One might conclude that males may originally develop

their fair play attitudes due to the influence of their
parents. However, this parental influence may diminish with
time as males spend more time with teammates and adopt the

attitudes of the team, or group, over those of their parents.

This theory would seern to be supported by the literature in
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the discussion of the overconformity to goars and positive
deviance as by products of team particípation (Hughes and

Coakley 1-991, Shields, Bredemeier, Gardner, and. Bostrom 1995,

Sato l-988 ) .

rn this study it was the father who most infruenced his
daughter's fair pray attitude. This infruence may be due to
many reasons which can only be guessed ât, but one might

concrude that it is the father who praces the emphasis on

sports in the famiry. However, the resurts also noted that
female respondent's mothers arso contributed significantry to
their daughters fair play attitudes. Mothers, were second

only to fathers, with a very low r-square value of .Og4 which

was stirr significant. This varue was significantry hígher at
.236 for females who participated in sports with coaches.

Those mothers who do greatry influence their daughter's fair
play attitude may do so because of similar experiences with
sports. Athletic mothers may influence athretic daughters

attitudes towards winning and losing. The same may be said

for those mothers and daughters who are unathletic.
Unfortunately, the research has not examine this area so this
remains speculative.

The research examined the influence of the coach

independently from all the other significant others due to the

perception that the coach may have had the greatest influence
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on fair pray attitudes. correration analysis did estabrish
that there r¡ras a minor relationship between the sampre

respondents (n=84) who had coaches and the perceived

encouragement they received from their coaches and the results
showed that coaches do contribute to the overall influence of
significant others on respondent fair pray attitudes. rt can

be concruded that coaches for both mares and femares do have

some infruence the fair play attitudes of those who pray for
them.

For those respondents (n=54) who had no interaction with
a coach, those significant others conmon to both groups,

produced higher r-square values. htithout the influence of a

coach or coaches, the influence from those significant others

on fair play attitude becomes stronger. It appears that these

respondents place greater emphasis on these primary

rerationship with which they are j-nvorved. one might concrude

this occurs because there is less competition for respondents

time which might otherwise be devoted to one or more

relationships with a coach.

hlhen the results were examined for those males who had

coaches two effects appeared. The first was that coaches do

contribute to the overall influence sÍgnificant others do have

on those male respondents in this group. The second was that
while contributing to overalt influence, separately, the coach
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is not the primary influence upon male fair pray attitude, it
is the father and teammates. Hence, what may be suggested is
that those coaches who coach male sports may serve to
reinforce those attitudes arready in prace, but the primary

influence on those attitudes are their players fathers and

teammates.

Those male respondents (n=31) who did not participate in
organized coached sports, their teammates and mothers were the

most influential significant other on their fair play

attitude. Teammates are, in all likelihood, the only direct
contact during any type of informal sports, hence, those

attitudes may become shared attitudes on sports" It is also

likely, that because there is no coach to run and organize the
ttteantr, that those respondents run and organize their own

actívity, or that it is organized by an adult, but once the

activity begins the players are left on their own. In this
case, teammates all function as both player and coach,

ensuring that the team and activity function as smoothly as

possible. Hence, when all members filt these dual roles on

the team, in order for the team to function, shared attitudes
would seem necessary for team harmony. As r^ras suggested

earlier the only explanation which can be put forth for the

significant influence of the mother is that of primary care

giver.
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As was shown in chapter three femare respondents with
coaches had the highest r-square values with their fathers,
mothers, and teammates. A possibre explanation for the

maternar infruence is that those femares who participate in
sports with coachesr rTrêy be infruenced by a mother who has had

similar experiences and thus encouraged them for their
daughters. This wourd also explain why those femares who do

not have coaches are infruenced very littre by their mothers.

Fathers and teammates of these female respondents may function
in much the same way as they do for males, by encouraging

participation in sport and reinforcing attitudes.

One interesting result appears in the female sample

(n=23) without coaches. The highest r-square value was

produced by the significant other of Physical Education

teacher. rn this case the Physicar Education teacher may

substitute or function as a coach or as the primary sporting
attitude influence that these respondents have. The physicar

Education teacher may be the onry significant other who has

any contact with these respondents as far as sporting
activities are concerned. For some of this sample (n=23) the

physical education class is the only time their participation
in sports is required. Because this is their only sports
participation, these respondents may then take their fair play

attitudes from their physical education teachers. As well
this group was influenced by their friends. In this case
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friends may take the prace of teammates in any informal

sporting activities this group may participate in.

The third hypothesis examined the impact of sports
participation on fair play attitude. Regression analysis
produced results which originally showed that as a sample,

respondents fair pray attitudes were not infruenced by their
sports participation. However, when controlling for sex, the

sports participation model showed that while males were still
not infruenced by their participation in sports, femares r^rere.

hlhat became apparent for female respondents was that the

relationship between their fair play attitude and their sports
particípation was influenced by the level of competition they
participated in. Hence, for female respondents, the more

competitive the sports participated in the more their fair
play attitude shifted toward winning. This leads to the

conclusion that while female fair play attitudes are

influenced by specific significant others, these attitudes are

also competition specific within sports participation.

As r^ras suggested earlier, mal-e respondent fair play

attitudes reflected those attitudes attríbuted to their
friends and teammates while female fair play attitudes
reflected those attributed to mothers, coaches and fathers.

These significant others could impact in very different ways
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upon the two sexes and their attitudes with regards to sports

participatÍon. MaIe attitudes might not be developed during

participation but result from the influence of their fellow
participants, such as teammates and friends.

MaIe fair play attitudes may not only be influenced by

exposure to the prevailing attitudes of significant others

during competition and participation but also in the due

course of relationships outside of competition. This exposure

both in and out of sports, to attitudes toward sports held by

friends, teammates, and coaches may impact upon male fair play

attitudes. Hence, male fair play attitudes may drive their
participation in competitive sports, while sports

participation may not contribute to or reinforce their
attitude. In this way those males who display an attitude
consistent with wanting to win would gravitate toward more

competítive forms of participation and více versa for more

fair play attitudes.

[ühat is apparent is that female respondents are

influenced very little by friends and teammates when it comes

to attitudes towards sports. Hence, the only sports attitudes
they are influenced by are from mothers, coaches, and fathers.

FemäIes may be exposed to these attitudes only during the

course of competition and not outside of it. Because of this,
females may be able to separate attitudes in and out of sports
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or adopt a suitable attitude for sports once competition

begins. This may exprain why female attitudes correrate with
the level of competition. This suggests that they are much

better a compartmentalizing their attitudes, i.e. one for
sports, one for outside of sports, than are males.

Again, as for males, female attitudes may drive
participation instead of the other way around. However, the

higher correlation with competition may be the result of
female attitudes leading them to appropriate IeveIs of
participation as weII as that participation level having some

ef f ect on their attitude. i¡lhat then appears to be the case is
that the IeveI of competitive participation serves to
reinforce existing female attitudes whereas for males the

attitudes are not reinforced by level of competition.

4 "4 Implications and Recommendations

!ùhat are the implications for this study? The most

obvious would seem to be that the socialization of a fair play

attitude in children cannot merely be approached as a simple

classroom subject. The examination of socialization in the

Iiterature emphasized that the educational system, along with
the family and peer group, can be an influential institution
in the process of sports socialization. The study suggests

that children retain very little from the Fair PIay classes
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given to them in erementary school. This is not surprising
considering that the pubric elementary system seems to play a

minor rore in sport socialization whire it is the famiry, peer

group, and the voluntary sport associations which play the

major roles.

Further to this, the study has aLso helped to confirm the

discussions exprored ín the literature on sociarization" As

was suggested by the literature, the family was seen as the

foremost socializatíon Ínfruence of a child's attítudes. This

study did show that respondent's fathers and mothers do have

a great deal of influence on their fair play attitudes.
The literature also touched upon the influence of peer

groups, the study showed that the influence of the peer group

is high, especially in the case of male athletes. The

evidence presented in this study supports the importance and

significance of peer group infruence upon attitudes towards

fair play in sports. The study also confirmed that mares and

femares are infruenced quite differentry by their various

significant others and that their attitudes towards fair play

are arso influenced by to varying degrees by their significant
others.

The study also examined the influence of particÍpation on

respondent's fair play attitudes. The results were less than

conclusive and there r^rere no signif icant f indings. The
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resurts did confirm that there \^rere differences in mare and

female sports participation patterns and that these in turn
may ínfruence fair pray attítudes. rt was suggested that
attitude may drive the level of participation for both males

and femares instead of the revel of competition infruencing
attitude. rt was also suggested that the level of competition

may serve to reinforce female fair play attitudes.

lrlhile this study has examined the issues of the

curricurum based approach to fair pray and it's effectiveness,
the impact of signíficant others on respondent fair play

attitudes, and the impact of sports participation on fair ptay

attítudes, it also raised more questions along with the

answers which r,{ere found.

It would seem that a curriculum based approach to fair
play needs to have some changes made to it if it is to
contÍnue being taught at the school level. There is of course

no guarantee that changing the program to will make it any

more successful. One practical solutíon for the Fair play

program; instead of teaching the program at the elementary

school rever it wourd seem more practicar to integrate it into
the secondary school curriculum. By doing this the program

wourd be t.aught at the same time respondents are beginning to
participate in more highly competitive sports and are more

exposed to prevailing attitudes toward winning. This suggests
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the need for a program which considers the impact of the

socialization process on athletes attitudes"

lnlhire the program does consider this to a point it makes

no effort to train those responsibre for implementing the
program other than distributing a resource manuar. rn order

to better prepare Physical Education teachers for the job of
teaching fair pray there should be training sessions which

cover both socialization theory and the practical
implementation of the program within those theoretical
boundaries" rncruded in this the training shourd recognize

that there are differences in male and female attitudes toward

sports and these should be accounted for"

This study also raises many questions about the influence

of a person's significant others. Both the literature and

this study have shown that their influence upon a person's

fair play attitude is great. The study did show with some

success the influence specific significant others exerted upon

the study's respondents. The study also showed there is some

influence by specific significant others which may be a

determining factor on respondent attitudes.

I^fith this in mind, it would seem that there is a def inite
need for further research into the influences of specific
significant others, most specifically parents, coaches and
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peers. Further to this, the Fair Play Commission should

recognize the important role which significant others do play

ín influencing the attitudes of others. By targeting parents

and coaches and enlisting their help the Commissions goals may

be easier to meet. In order for this to happen the Commíssion

must make information readily available to alf community based

sporting activities. The possibility also exists to have

trained community volunteers who can train both coaches and

parents in the Fair PIay concepts and philosophy"

Fina1ly, because of the interactive hi-tech age we noul

live in and with the constant exposure of children to this
vast array of technology there exists the possibility to
incorporate the fair play philosophy into this medium" The

Fair Play commission could approach one or aII manufacturers

of video giames to include a fair play element with some of

their games. Those games which offer interactive choices in
order to proceed could be based on making the fair choice or

move. Failure to do so would force the participant to start
over.

Further to this, it would not be to far removed for the

Fair PIay Commission to get an address on the Internet. They

could ask high profile athletes to be accessible at certain

times, provide articles and statÍstics about sports all aimed

at. fair play. Not only might this generate interest in fair
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play but it could also gienerate incidental funds to continue

what could be an effective program.
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APPENÐIX Ã: TIIE I3üFLUENCE OF SPORTS HEROES
ON FATR PLAY ATTITTÐE 

"

The influence of the sports hero was explored by the

survey. Respondents were asked to name their favorite sports
figure and then to tetr why it was they chose him or her. The

results of this exercise yierded 54 different names of sports
heroes from l-11- respondents. Thirteen respondents said they

did not have a favorite sports figure, 1 respondent did not
know, and 13 respondents did not answer the question.

The majoríty of sports figures were only named once or
twice by respondents while six figures were named more than

twice. The six most popular figures were Michaet Jordan with
2L responses, Teemu Selanne with L6, Ir{ayne Gretzky with g,

Mario Lemiuex with 7, and Magic Johnson and Eric Lindros with
3 apiece. The sports figures were arso examined in terms of
sex or whether or not the favorite athrete rnras a mare or
f emare. of the 1-1-1- responses, 1-08 respondents named mare

athretes whire onry 3 respondents named female athletes.

The respondent's reasons for choosing the athretes were

arso evaruated. The responses were as diverse as the sports
figures who were named. Five categories were established

which reflected specific characteristics/reasons of why the

athrete r^ras chosen by the respondents. The determining
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categories r^rere nationarity, personality, ski11, materiaristic
concerns, and if the athlete was said to be a role model. It
shourd arso be noted that almost twice as many femares failed
to answer this question as males. As wel-I, the same herd true
for those respondents who stated they had no favorite sports

figure. These results are reflected in Table ,A'.1.

Table 4.1
Reason for Sports Hero

The sports hero can certainly be considered as one who

may be influential on children. ú{hen examining the resurts
it becomes apparent that children find them appealing for many

different reasons other than directly as a role model.

However, aII the reasons listed in Tab1e 4.1 may operate as a
function of a rore moder whire not being directty realized or

stated by respondents.

Trait Sample I Males
(n=100) | (n=68)

Females
( n=32 )

National ity

Personality

RoIe Model

Material istic
Concerns

Athletic
SKiII
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Respondents seem to prace a higher varue on athretic
skiIl than any of the other traits given to the sports heroes.

They may try to emurate this skill or talent in their athretic
endeavors. Hence, this may be an explanation for why the
majority of respondents have a fair pray attitude which praces

the emphasis on skill.

This emphasis upon skirl may be the onry infruence the
professionar athrete as role moder may exert on chÍrdren. The

study has shown that chirdren tend to correlate more closery
with the fair pray attitudes of theír significant others, more

specificalry peers, parents, and coaches. There is an erement

of personar contact with these peopre in respondent's personar

rives. This contact with sports heroes is not readiry
avairabre to the everyday person. rf contact is achieved it
is often fleeting and impersonal at best. Hence, the only
availabre contact with sports heroes is through the media,

more specifically, television" rt is terevision which places

the emphasis upon the sports contest and to a rarge extent the
personar skills of all participants. rt only seems naturar
that the skirr with which these sports heroes pray these games

should be admired. However, racking personal contact with
these peopre, emphasis upon skirr becomes the onry trait
available to be admired. or so it wourd seem in the majority
of respondent cases (n=74).
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Lrlithout the element of personal contact, sports hero as

significant other may be dismissed. It may well have some

influence on the hray children play games, by placing the

emphasis on skil1. However, this study has no results which

suggest they do influence the fair play attitudes of
respondents.
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APPENÐTX B

STUDENT SURVEY:

ATTITUDES TOTÂIARD SPORT

This study is designed to find out about what you think
about sports and your sports activities.

Your ansqrers will form part of a larger study being
conducted in a number of schools in ldinnipeg on this subject.
You should know that your answers are important, but this is
not a test!!!

AIl anshrers are anonymous. Individual results will be
kept confidential. The survey is looking for information
relating to participation in sports by students as a group,
not to individuals"

Please answer all questions on the survey unless the
instructions direct you to skip a question. Please follow all
instructions which are given. Please put an t{ in the ( )
un1ess the instructions teII you not to.

For example:

Which of the activities do you enjoy the most?

( ) hockey
( ) baseball
( ) football
(x) soccer

If you enjoy soccer the most, you would place a N in the
( ) next to the response "soccer".

Un1ess the directione tell you to do something else, give
only ONE answer for each question.
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survey # coll--3

SECTTON 1: GENERAL INFOR$IATION

1" You are:
( ) male ( ) female col 4

2" How old are you? I am years oId. col 5-6

3. l{ho ís your favorite sports figure? col 7-B

4" ülhat is it about this person that made you choose
him/her? co19-10

SECTION 2: PARTICTPATION IN PT{YSICAL ACTIVITIES

5. Do you participate on any school teams or in intramural
activitíes?
()yes
()no

6" On which school teams or intramural teams do you
participate?

1. col-t2-L4

2.

3.

7. Do you participate in any physical activity or sports
outside of school activities?
()yes
()no
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8, [rlhy do you not take part in any sports outside of
school? Please choose the ONE which best describes your
reason "

col-6
) I'm too busy with other things/don't have time
) I'm not interested/don't enjoy sports
) None of my friends participate
) I'm not good at sports
) I have to help out at home after school
)Ihaveajob
) I can't participate because of medical reasons
) Don't know/not sure

) Other (please explain):

If you answered question B, now go to section 3 on page 4.

9" Do you engage in: col L7

( ) team sports (eg. hockey, soccer, ringette)
( ) índividual sports (eg. gymnastics, jogging,

tennis )
( ) both team and individual sports

10. Are the sports you engage most often in:

) competitive (eg. playing in a league) col l-8
) recreational (eg. organized for fun only)
) casual (eg" informal activities)

( ) both competitive and recreational

L1," Do the activities in which you participate usually
include:

( ) girts only ( ) boys only col 1-9

( ) both girls and boys ( ) I do the activity alone

L2" Outside of school, how often do you usually
participate in physícal activities?
( ) every day ( ) 4 to 6 times a week col 20
( ) 2 to 3 times a week ( ) once a week
( ) 2 to 3 times a month ( ) once a month or less
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L3.

L4"

L5"

L6,

For
t4'

SECTION 3: ATTIT'T'ÐES TOWåRDS PTtrSICAT ACTTVITY

Please list the 3 physical activites/sports you
participating in the most. List only 3.

1-.

enl oy

col 2l-

col 22

co1 23

2.

?

the
how

three activities/sports you picked in question
many years have you played each one?

activity #1

activity #2

activity #3 _

years

years

years

co1 24

col 25

col 26

Out of the three activities/sports you
question 13, which is your favorite?

picked in

My favorite activity/sport is; coL 27

lllhy did you choose the activity/sport you picked as your
favorite in question 1-5? Choose aII applicable
answers.

) I am good at the activity. co1 28
) I enjoy the activity" col 29
) My friends are involved in the activity. col 30
) I can do thís activity when I want. co1 31-

) I can compete against others in this activity"col 32
) I can do this activity by myself. col 33
) The activity is not competitive. col 34
) The activity does not cost much. co1 35
) I do the activity to keep fit. col 36
) I do the activity for fun. co1 37

) Other: col 38
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L7. Please mark (x) how strongly you agiree
with each of the following statements"

or disagree

a) I enjoy phys,ed. ( )
classes.

b) I like to participate ( )
in sports even if I'm
not really good at
them.

strongl-y
agree agree

()

()

()

()

()

disagree

()

()

strongly dont
disagree know

() ()

()
coI39

()
co140

()
coI4l-

()
coL42

()
co143

()
coL44

()
co145

()
co146

()
coL47

()
co14B

()
co149

co150

()

()

c) I like playing on
teams.

d) I play more to win
than for enjoyment.

e) I like taking part
in physical

()

()

()

() ()

() ()

() ()

(

(

(

()

()

()

()

t/

()

)

ì

)

()

()

()

()

()

f)

s)

h)

i)

i)

activity,/sports which
I can do by myself"
I always keep score
in any game I play"
I like to learn
new sports.
It is better to play
fairly than to play
to win.
I always play my best
even if I know I will
Iose "
Everyone should be
allowed to play in
games no matter how
good or bad they are"
I do not like to
Iose.

()

()

k)

() ()

() ()

() ()

To beat the other player or team.

To play the game fairly.

To play as well as I can.

NEþr IÎ,ISTRUCTIONS QUESTTONS 18-23

Please place a 1 next to the one you think happens the MOST"
Then place a 3 next to the one you think happens the [.EAST.

18" My physical education teacher encourages me;
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x.9. My father encourages me;

To beat the other player or team.

To play the game fairly.

To play as well as I can.

My friends encourage me;

To beat the other player or team.

To play the game fairly.

To play as well as I can.

My mother encouragies me;

To beat the other player or team.

To play the game fairly.

To play as well as I can

My teamates encourage me;

To beat the other player or team"

To play the game fairly.

To play as well as I can"

hlhen playing a game I try;
To beat the other player or team.

To play the game fairly.

To play as well as I can.

20"

2L"

22"

23"

co152

coI53

co154

co155

SECTIOT{ 4: COACTIES

24" Those sports in which you participate, how many col56
have coaches?

()none ()one ()two ()three ()morethanthree

If you answered (x) none to question 24, now go to
Section 5: Sport Situations on page B.
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25. Those sports
have coaches?

in which you
Please list

presently engage, which ones
the sports.

coI57

col5B

coI59

above please mark (x) whether
woman.

¿-

3.

26" For those
the coach

sports Iisted
isamanora

Sport
Sport
Sport

To beat the
other player
or team.

To play the
germe f airly.
To have fun.

To play as well
as I can.

you listed, which
coach. Pick one

co160
col6l-
col62

best describes
only "

27 " For each of the sports
how you feel about the

Sport
Sport
Sport

#1-
#2
#3

) male
) male
) male

female
female
female

t
\
li

I respect I like I dislike I have no
the coach. the coach. the coach. respect for

the coach.

#L ( )
#2()
#3()

()
()
()

()
()
()

(
(
(

co163
coL64
col 65

28. For the first sport you listed, which best describes
your coach. Please rate each statement for this coach
on the scale where 1 is Not at all Important and 5 is
Very Important and you can choose any number between
i- and 5. Please rate how important or unimportant
it is to this coach that he,/she encourages you:

Not at all
Important

L2

Very
Important

5 co166

5 coL67

5 col68

5 col692
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29. For the second sport you listed, which best describes
your coach. Please rate how important or unimportant
it is to this coach that he/she encourages you:

To beat the
other player
or team.

To play the
game fairly.

To have fun.

To play as well
as I can.

30" For the third sPort
your coach. Please
it is to this coach

you listed, which best
rate how important or
that he/she encourages

Very
Important

5 co170

5 col71

5 coL72

5 co173

describes
unimportant
you:

Very
Important

5 coL74

5 co175

5 coL76

5 coL77

Not at aII
Important

'1,

4

4

4

3

5

Not at all
Important

l_To beat the
other player
or team.

To play the
game fairly"

To have fun.

To play as weII
as I can.

3

3

2

2

SECTION 5: SPORTS SITIJATIONS

In this section there are four short examples of a sports
situation a person could encounter. Please read each
situation carefully and then answer the question at the
end. Read the Ínstructions before you answer the
question.
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STTUATION 1.

You and your friends get together after school to play
soccer. The group sets the rules and decides to keep score.
Teams are picked and then everyone begins to play. The teams
are very even and the game is very close. During the game an
argument occurs over a goal. If it counts your team will win.
After a while the argument is settled and the game continues"

Please place a 1 beside the statement you feel is most
important

Then place a 3 beside the statement you feel is least
important

31. In this çJame I felt it was most important to
beat the other team.

In this game I felt it was most important to play
the game fairly.

coI0L

beat col02

In this game I fett it was most important to play
as well as I could.

STTTJATTON 2

Your team is in it's league finals for basketball. You
have practiced hard all season to get to the finals and it has
paid off. If your team wins it means the team will travel to
another provice to play some games there. If your team loses
this will be the last game of the season.

Please place a 1 beside the statement you feel is most
important.

Then place a 3 beside the statement you feel is treast
important.

32. In this game I felt it was most important to
the other team.

In this game I felt it was most important to play
the game fairly.

In this glame I fett it was most important to play
as well as I could.
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SITUÃTION 3

You are playing tennis against a friend. It is a sunny
afternoon and you both wanted to get some exercise. You both
agree that this is a fun way to spend your day. The two of
you decide that you will play five games and then go for
something cold to drink. The two of you are about to play the
last giame, each of you has already won two giames a piece.

Please place a L beside the statement you feel is moet
important.

Then place a 3 beside the statement you feel is least,
important.

33. In this game I felt it was most important to beat co103
the other player.

In this game I felt it was most important to play
the game fairly.

In this giame I feel it was most important to play
as weII as I cou1d.

STT'UATIOI{ 4

You are on a track and field relay team. Your team is in
the finals at a big meet. Your team is running against
another team which your team has never beaten" This is the
most important track meet of the school- year and all your
family and friends are there to watch.

Please place a 1 beside the statement you feel is most
important.

Then place a 3 beside the statement you feel is least
important.

34" In this game I felt it was most important to beat co104
the other team.

In this game I felt it was most important to play
the game fairly.
In this game I felt it was most important to play
as wel-I as I could.
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36.

37"

38.

39"

SECTION 5: MORE GENERAL INFORMATION

Have you heard of the Fair PIay program?

()yes ()no ()don'tknow

My phys. ed. teacher, teaches fair play.

()yes ()no ()don'tknow

The school I attend promotes fair play
activities.

co105

co106

()yes ()no ()don'tknow co107

Beginning at Grade 4, in which grades do you remember
being taught Faír F3-ay. Please mark (x) aII grades
in which it was taught.

coI0B
7 ( )grade10
B()Idon'tknow
9()Iwasnevertaught

fair play

) grade 4
)5
)6

) grade
)
)

lùhat

1_.

2.

3.

4.

5.

are the 5 ideals of FaÍr Play?

co109

coll-0

col L l-

coIL2

coll-3

40. tühat do you remember most about the classes on Fair Play?

coI l- 4

co115

col l- 6

col l-7

coll-B
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4X.. hlho do you feel is most, responsible for teaching you
Fair PIay? Pick only one.

) Parents
) Coaches
) Your Teammates
) Sports Officials

coI19
( ) Professional Athletes
( ) Teachers
( ) Yourself

42. Who do you feel should be most responsible for teaching
Fair PIay? Pick only one"

coI20
( ) Parents ( ) ProfessionalAthletes
()Coaches()Teachers
( ) YourTeammates ( ) Yourself
( ) Sports Officials

This is the end" Thank you for your participation.
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